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call'After independence, the African continent underwent a 
ed neocolonialism, whidi Involved continued reliance on fonner colonial 
powers, a new dependence on the dominant post-Worid War n powers, the 
USA and USSR, and involvement with the far flung activities of multina
tional corpcrations. Now, In the 1980s a new farm of exterrial control and 
management has emerged. This latest colonization of Afiit^ is by interna
tional bureaucracies.

Symbobcally, the extent of this recolonization is seen in the fact that 
Nigeria Is about to succumb to the dictates of the International Monetary 
Furxi (IMF). Nigeria, Africa’s most potent state with a population of 80-100 
million or one-frxirth to one-fifth of the continent’s population. Is In suffi
cient economic difficulties that it must sifamit to extemalVdictatsd disdpllne. 
Nigeria’s Indebtedness is relatively smaD compared to that of Latin America, 
but this does not reduce the dramatic symbol for poorer African states that 
even oil-rich Nigeria is in serious distress.

ThelMFintemationalteamsofbureaucratsdonotmuchtesembletratfl- 
tional colonizers or the salesmen from multinational corporations. After all, 
the IMF comes in the guise of health professionals doling out medidnes to 
help a sick patient. Indeed, medical vocabulary is frequently in use. African 
presidents are asked to swallow medidne arid IMF offid^ speak of the 
restorative and recuperative powers of medicines. If and when properly ad
ministered and taken. But the IMF does not merely send out Its medidne 
men in consuhaticn teams. It has Installed them In African banks and 
treasuries. Somber and forthrl^t African finance ministers are sometimes 
willing to confess ‘hiy country is rxiw a colony of the IMF.' Other African 
leaders, notably Tanzania’s Julius Nyerere, sou^t at first to resist taking 
IMF medidne or inviting IMF medicine men to become residents In their
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levd of international management whidi seriously reduced the domestic op
tions Vid creates new dependencies for weak ecorxxnies arxl weak states. 
This is not to deny that Brazil or Mexico may also have their options tem
porarily curtailed. The issue is the degree and longevity of exterrial interven
tion and management, and the danger it holds for Africa of constituting 
something tantanxxmt to a form of recolonization. In 1983, the role of the 
IMF as centerpl&e for the management and coordination of the debt crisis 
has increased. The debt crisis has also created linkage and coordination be
tween the IMF, the World Bank, Westtf banks, central banks such as the 
U.S. Federal Reserve, and ministries of finance and treasuries. Such level 
of communication, coordination arxl cooperation would have been bard to 
imagine or achieve a few short years ago. The IMF has become the linchpin 
in a network of information-sharing and policy coordination that runs frtxn ' 
small regional banks in the US Middle West to banks such as Chase 
Manhattan, to the Federal Reserve, and links up with the World Bank and 
other aid and technical assistatKO bureaucracies. Middle irxxxne countries 
such as Brazil and Mexico are often daunted when faced with this network 
and its bail-out commands. Yet these countries have some leverage with 
which to moderate the International systems detnatxfs upon them. First, the 
magnitude of their indebtedness raises the specter of defaulting on their loans. 
Second, their national resources allow national leaders and bureaucrats to 
argue with international bureaucrats arxl achieve some compromises. More 
Importantly for the long term, dependence on IMF dictates can in most in- 
starx:es be perceivEd as a temporary swallowing of bad-tasting medicine.'

For African states the situation is quite different. Debts are relatively 
small by Intematloruil starxlards. Defauhi^ wodd rxrt place the international 
system at risk and thus a threat to default carries little leverage. Even a col
lective African defaulting — i^uhich is rxrt politically imaginable — wouldnot 
give much international leverage. Irxleed, the cost might be entirely to the 
defaulter. Similarly, there can be no natkxial, political or bureaucratic assault 
on the international system. The international bureaucrats often play the 
multiple roles of assessing the problem for the national government, recom- 
merxling solutions for the International bureaucracy, arxl then implement
ing and supervising the taking of medicine. This n^work of deperxlerxiy.
In managing the countries’ intematianal and national economic afiairs, do« 
rxrt appear to be a temporary pherxxnerxxi. The 
come African states with relatively small percentages of Irxlebtedness are 
disproportionately affected by the International and national bureaucracies

ministries, and tended to accuse the IMF of political as well as economic 
meddling. Even “tecolonlzers” often confess, off the record, that In Africa • 
a rather mote permanent and paternal role is required than fri Latin America.
They say the task In Africa is not simply one of advice to ease short temn 
balance of payments problems or to devise plans for mana^ current ac
crued indebtedness.

Nearly all African countries have population growth rates which are still 
rising. (In rtiuch of the rest of the developing world they have begun to fall). 
Nearly all are chronically short of skilled people arxl intetructure, arxl rtxrst 
of the technical components needed to inqjrove agriculture rapidly are in 
short supply. On the whole, commercial ba^s have not been keen to loan 
African states money arxl are likely to be even more leery of making loans 
in the future.' Arxl, contrary to popular rhetoric, the world has often little 
Interest or need for what African nations can eiqport, at least viewed on a 
country by country basis. In subSahatan Africa, le»Aig Nigeria aside, average 

, inpomesarereportedtobeless than half of what they are in other devdop-
tng countries. The World Bank reckons that per-capita Incomes in Africa 
will rise by only 0.1% a year In the 1980s if, arxl oidy if, there is a general 
upturn In the world ecorxxny . It is not unlma^nable that most Afrfican states 
arxl people will get poorer during the next decade.

This bleak picti^ of Africa’s future has led some to argue that new 
colonizers will be deterred because f«v people will be interested in the mess 
on the continent. This line of argument seems strengthened by the fact that 
Africa's low income countries hold only modest and spotty interest to com
mercial lenders, with extractive industries constituting the main pocket of 
commercial investment interest. Arxl only a few countries hold any strategic 
interest to prospective colonizers.

Even though the eight low irxxxne African countries had their debts 
rescheduled for 1981-82, the collective African debt constitutes only about 
2% of total commercial debt of Lesser Developed Countries (LDCs). Thus, 
from the perspective of the international system, Africa’s irxidrtedness is 
small. Only the debts of Nigeria arxl Zaire rarrk as serious to banks in in
dustrial countries. In this sense the impact of African debt hardly merits or 
receives the sort of attention which Brazil or Mexico engenders.

However, the global proportion of African debt is less important than 
the consequerxxs of the eqjp^tlon of international remedies for that debt. 
Formulas devised frx Mexico and Brazil may Impact very cfifferendy when 
applied to Senegal or even Nigeria. Although the role of the IMF In saving 
the taitemational financial system from collapse may strengthen the IMF pro
per and ardiieve a general system stabilization, it may also carry with it a
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*
developed to cope with laige scale debt problems elsewhere.

In addition, African states have had difftcuhies commanding commer
cial loans because of their poverty, narrow economic base and bidted in- 
frastiucture, along with a generally small pool of skilled wcfkss. Thus African 
states have, on the whole, become dependent on conc^sional assistance 
for the capital they need ft Is unlikely that commercial capital will find Africa 
more attractive in the near future. Siell-shocked Western banks will be ad
vised by their risk officers that most African states, often in both ecoiKimIc 
and political disarray, are not particulaiiy good risks for investments. If a 
Nigeria or a Kenya does seek to attract commercial capital, any private bank 
Investments will be rrxjre carefully scmtinlzed than in the past to invest only 
In those governments which have swallowed their medicine and those states 
whee IMF-Worid Bank medicine men are fully on board.* The smaller, 
weaker and less promising an economy, the more Bkeiy that a country will 
require an IMF-World Bank ‘good housekeeping seal of qiprovar before 
a commercial lender will take a risk. The indirect impact cA IMF controls 
will taKieasingly determine 6ow6 as well.

However, most capital flows to low income African states are made 
up mainly of concessional aid, much of it from the network of international 
donor agencies themselves. These flows, their targets and their management, 
are directly and intentionally held in the hands of international bureaucrats. 
In this second context, the IMF, by design, and In the previous context, by 
default and design, can influence the quantity arxi type erf international capital 
flows to the African LOCs. But perhaps as serious as this power over funds 
is the increasing oontrol over African policies — economic, political, sodal— 
which can be demanded as preconditions for a favorable consideration far 
assistance. Not only can the IMF tell a country what policy reforms it must 
Institute but in quite a few African states the IMF a^ other international 
agency personnel can and do insist that African ministiies be supervised 
by international officials on the ground. It Is rx>t surprising that the term 

. recolonization comes to mirxl as one views such a degree arxi extent of ex
ternal, dbeit international, bureaucratic control.

The IMF, its policies ar>d its role in LDCs have not gone uncriticized 
during the past decade.* For some years critics have asserted the IMF and 
other institutions served the interest of Western Irxlustrial capitalism and' 
not the long term well-being of UX^. A somewhat different, or at least ad
ditional, argument is being made here — namely that regardless of whether 
the IMF medicine will or can revive the patient, the patient no longer has 
a choice of doctor or hospital. Also, treatment is rtelther proceeding volun- 

. tarlly or temporarily. There is a question of de^ee. If not kind, between the

InUH V. Oruhn

IMPs forcing a country to adopt certain policies to overcome a temporary 
crisis and the IMPs managtag and coordtaating all public and private inter
national resource transfer prospects in an African country over an extend
ed period of time.

Such international coordination and degree of takeover — 
recolonization — was imagined by only the most paranoid radical critics 

of ten years ago. Today this constitutes an observable reality noted in mun
dane language in press descriptians and by non-racflcal establishment govon- 
ment flgures in African states. In this sense what was perceived of as a slightly 
hysterical and paranoid scenario during the past two decades has become 
a reality for African states In the 1980s.*

Senegal
Three types of eviderue are called far to support some of the foregoing 

discussion. What follows is intended to be merely suggestive of the sort of 
evidetKe needed far systematic study and evaluatkx^ First, the weakness, 
vulnerability and de^ of takeover of African statK needs to be shown. 
Second, some Irxlication should be given that the debt crisis has evolved 
an intematicnal network, with the IMF as centerpiece, which confronts weak 
states with Increasingly few ahematives and choices when seeking assistance 
from the intonatlonal system. Finally, some mi^t argue that a temporary 
reoolonization may weD be justified if international private and public 
resources can be transfarred in a disciplined fashion that will, in fact, turn 
things arourxi, leaving Africans with rrxxe stable societies, frrespective of 
the paternalism of such suggestions,-this line of reasoning would be urxJer- 
mlned, if, as appears so fw, African states swallow all sorts of medicine 
arxl still seem to get economically more chronically 111, rather than healthier. 
A recent IMF in-house study showed that IMF tar^ had been met In less 
than half of the 23 Afrlcoi counliie 
or are still b^ irnplemented.* In 
arguments for substring to tern]

For illustrative purposes. Sen

which Its proyams have been recently 
rt, if the medicine does not work, the 
ry recolonization are undermined.
I is typical of the drama frxxd by the 

poorest anxxig the poor states. IMF involvement in 1980 can serve as a 
take-off point. Then a three year IMF Extended Futxl Facility (EFF) of $207 
million was approved; paralld to this the World Bank, also in 1980, got 
Involved via a Structi^ Ac^ustment Loan (SAL). By 1982 both the IMF 
and the World Bank were critical of perfrxmance by the Senegal govern
ment and In 1982 the IMF, aftgta quarterly review, cancelled the second
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half of that veal's funding. The World Bank took a bit longer to show its 
dtonay; by summer of 1983 ft refused to release the $60 million ‘second 
lanche.’ The Bank seemed to acknowledge that Its dissatisfaction with 
SenegaTs process on agricuhuial and financial tefam demanded in 1980 
had lltik relatianship to the economic and political realities in Senegal in 
1982-83. Accordingiv. the Bank indicated it was willing to negotiate a more 
Vealstic’SAL Both the IMF and the Bank glue every irafication of understan
ding that Senegal has been hard hit by drou^ts, low market ptto for 
peanuts and phosphates, harsh interest rates, etc. Still, both Institutions seem 
to have conduded that the government has either been unwilling or unable 
to make the sort of domestic acfiustments required by the new and worsen
ing situatioa In other words, the Senegal government is held partially respon- 
sible for at least not respondng appropriately to a deteriorating environment.

In defense of‘punishing or t^tening the noose around Senegal, both 
Instttutions explain that the EFF arxl SAL are exceptional forms of lending. 
Only a small portion of IMF and Bank resources are made available on these 
hi^ concfiUonal terms to countries needing and willing to make signifi
cant national structural changes. IMF and Bank officials explain that this 
form of crecfit comes as a reward for straightenbig things out, arxl if the 
recipient country falters in carrying out its side of the bargain, ihe credits 
are promptly withdrawn.

The ful relevance of SenegaTs fall from grace in 1982-83 for not set
ting things strai^t according to the agreements of 1980 actually predates 
the>1980s. In the late 1970s the Senegal government, victtniized by 
disastrous pearait harvests, sought to work out a comprehensive Eccmomlc 
and Financial Reform Plan with the IMF and World Bank. This plan’s con
tent arxl direction Is echoed repeatedly in IMF-Bank recommendations. It 
includes reducing balarxe of payments and budgetary deficits; decreasing 
goverrunent sperxiing arxl govemmenfs role in the management of the 
economy; reducing loss-making public and parapublic sectors and encourag
ing the private sector. Today the recipe for reform abrxist always also in
cludes reducing imports arxl devaluation of ihe currerx;y. Once a’plan has 
been agreed upon, the INF and Bank loans are premised on follow-through 
in these areas.

LAe most governments, the Senegalese government complied with some 
oorxiltlons arxl faltered on others for a variety of political arxl economic 
reasons, or throu^ tntemal mismanagement or irK;apacity to implement 
policies set out in the documents. Senegal did trxxease taxes on sudi things 
as alcoholic beverages. Fiscal duties were increased on imports. Certain ex
ports were encouraged ihrou^ government subsidies. Wage irxieases have, 
by and large, been kept to the rate of infiation arxl, unlike many other states, 
Senegal wps wiling to take the political risk of dtminatlng subslcfies on such 
Itsms as bread and sugar. In additian, S

iMblll V. Omhn

investment programs. Finally, the government began to look seriously at 
stimulating domestic food production.

Given aD these efforts at meeting IMF-Bank conditions, what failures 
have produced the *punishmenf by these institutions? The Senegalese 
government Is charged with exceecfing ceilings on the expansion of domestic 
credit arxf external borrowing. In 1961 the cumulative deficit of the central 
government reached $43 mlfion fnstead of the prelected $1.4 mUion surplus 
fai the plan. The country also failed to iix:rease the contribution of public 
saving to investment from the 15% to 25% as outlined by the IMF arxl Bank.

A number of questions arise once one has catalogued SenegaTs com- 
pliaiKX and ladr of compliance with the demands of the international 
bureaucracies. First, world prices for peanuts fell during the period urxier 
consideration. Thus SenegaTs main export earnings fell by 15% rather lhan 
rising by 19% as was assumed when Senegal was given its instructions and 
conditions for IMF-Bank assistance. As a consequerK;e, Senegal resorted 
to commercial credits arxl these came on harsh terms. Of course, a good 
case is made by the Bank and the IMF that public finance targets are dif
ficult to reach when the ecorxxny revolves arcxrrxl a highly inefficient state 
sector as is the case In Senegal. Yet on the other side, the IMF-Bank targets 
in Senegal, as for other countries, were overly ambitious, or simply wrong, 
seen in retrospect.

The Sen^ government, faced with a seriously deteriorating situation 
at home, still nmist try to meet IMF-Bank demands to seek assistarxs. In 
this sense it is academic whether IMF-Bank targets are, or will prove to be, 
realistic and achievable by Senegal. One mght ask why Senegal canixjt seek 
ahemative resources, e.g. from its former colonial master arxl main dotxx 
Fraix» or ntxire indirectly frexn the European Economic Community. Here 
one sees the international network closing In on UXs to a degee that was 
ix>t true a decade ago. Frarxx, like other bilateral dorxirs, is linking its 
assistance to the IMF-World Bank‘seal of approvaT more arxl more. Senegal, 
then, is faced with shrinking options for financial support both in the gian- 
tity of assistance and its sources. Thus President Diouf can be assumed 
to have little leverage on IMF demarxls or oorxiitions, whether these be 
reafistic or unrealistic in terms of SenegaTs situatlan. Pleading that the ill
ness may not have been adequately diagx>sed or that previous patients 
with similar illnesses have not recuperated probably will fall on deaf ears. 
Privatdy the IMF-World Bank may admit that its diagxMes arxl cures have 
often been off the mark, especially In Afiica. But publicly even savvy former 
colonial powers such as Frarxe seem, for the nxxnent, pleased to have the 
IMF do the‘dirty work* arxl absorb responsibility for predictable failuie. Final
ly, given Sene^s profile in the international economy, any Senegalese
eth Quarttr, IMS
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government appears to have only two choices. First, K could disengage en
tirely from the world ecxxiomy. This may be rhetorically attractive to some 
but it is highly unrealistic. Or, Senegal must face up to a long dependency 
on the international edifice of which the IMF is the centerpiece.’

I««WH V. Gnihn -

In fact negotiations between Nigeria and the IMF continue seenntngiy without 
interruption after the coup and without a change of agenda for either side. 
Nigeria also has taken due note of political unrest elsewhere which has fol
lowed withdrawal of subsidies on consumer goods and will eargue against 
the proposed extent and degree of reducing such subsidies. Other African 
countries will be watching Nigeria’s negotiations closely to see the de^ee 
to which it can be‘coionizecf by the IMF. At the same time Nigeria appears 
fully aware that the outcome of its negotiations will symbolically sign^ the 
possible limits on African resistance to some IMF medicine.'

The unpleasant specter of IMF officials making and seeking to imple
ment policy by actually physically sitting in the appropriate African ministry 
and bank does not confront Nigeria. But in countries ranging from Zaire 
to Gabon this is precisely what has happened. English-speaking African 
states are particularly sensitive to the reintroduction of non-nationals into 
sudi capacities since, to a lesser extent than former French and Belgian col
onies, former British colonies have been unaccustomed to it siiK» 
independence.

Of course, neither external advice nor outside advisers assure that the 
IMF economic intentions will result. The IMF team sitting In Zaire’s Ministry 
of Finarxx, at the Bank of Zaire, etc. failed to achieve its goal and in due 
course left without accomplishing its mission. By the same token, the IMF 
team in Gabon, confronting a more manageable set of dfficulUes, accomplish
ed its mission. The success rate for IMF-Bank strategies does not appear 
to be determined by the degree or extent of IMF-Bank on-site involvement.
It is true that (fiffeiences in administrative capacity in Mexico or Brazil ver
sus that in Zaire need to be taken into account when assessing prospects 
for responsiveness to IMF dictates. However, the economic consequences 
of international systerrrs’ intervention in a state may be quite dfferent than 
the poUticai consequerxres. The resistance of an African state can be due 
eitha to the depth of disarray, as in the case of Zaire, or to relatively strong 
political and administrative capacity as In Nigeria. But the serious discus
sion in Africa that IMF-World Bank intervention is a form of “colonialism’’ 
ought to be taken seriously as a change in how intergovernmental institu
tions are perceived. After all, multilateral institutions such as the IMF and 
the Worid Bank used to be perceived in many Third World quarters as in
stitutions providing public assistance arxl allowing a state to minimize neo
colonial prospects by provkbig an alternative to bilateral public arxl private 
assistance.

Nigeria

Nigeria’s situation Is very different from SenegaTs in terms of actual and 
potential ecotxxnic prowess. Nevertheless, Nigeria has became symbolical
ly important with respect to Its dependence on the IMF. Nigeria’s economic 
difficulties arise in large measure from the oil ^t brou^t by world reces
sion, but they are also caused by internal mismanagement, ever liKTeasing 
food dependency, etc. Yet given Nigeria’s ecoixxnic potency and promise 
just a few years ago, it came as something of a blow that in September, 
1983, Nigeria and a team of IMF officials commerKed negotiations on a 
loan of more than $2 billion under the Fund’s exterxled facility. Nigeria, like 
many African states, has been called “an unwilling supplicant at the IMFs 
table.’

ne a patient of the IMF sur
prises some arxl (fismays many, especially inside Nigeria, because one might 
have assitmed that the Nigerian ecorxxny had options arxl ahematives other 
than the IMF for sorting out its ecorxxnic disarray. Irxleed, Nigeria did arxl 
does have other options and. In this respect, df^ from Senegal. For ex
ample, a consortium of banks agreed In July of 1983 to refinance part of 
Nigeria’s trade debts Into a loan. Thus, banks concerned with the relatively 
large chunk of bfigeria’s debt and Its economic importarxx were willing to 
take actions which often are unavailable to weaker African states. Yet this 
refinarxlng was made conditional on Nigeria’s a^eeing to negotiate with the 
IMF. Once again we see that aheirrattve ways of getting assistaiKe are now 
“networkerf Into the IMF. fri addition to havirrg comrrritted itself to deal with 
the IMF, Nigeria needs rtxrre loans to help put its ecorxxny back in order 
arxl the IMF appears to be the only possible source for this funding.

However Nigeria, ^ven its own bureaucratic and teclmocralic capacity 
and potential as a middle:slze taitematicnal power, is vociferous ifl its ot^- 
Uons to IMF medidne — mote like Latin American states than weaker 
African states. The implicallon of IMF colonialism makes Nigerian leaders 
politically nervous. Nigeria has insisted loudly arxl firmly that It has a better 
krxxvledge as to what will help the economy out of its morass than do IMF 
officials. Fcr example, Nigerl^ are questioning the extent and degree of 
the IMF-iecotnmerxIed cutretxry devaluation arxl are making some counter
suggestions. There is no evidence to date that the new Buhari regime takes 
a fundamentally different line than that of the previous Shegari government.

The fact that Nigeria feels impelled to I
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The Rule and Role of Intergovenunental Agencies IfrtHI V. Oruhn

There is little dispute that the role of organizations such as the IMF and 
World Bank has changed In recent years.'The issue is whether disceniable 
changes constitute a welcome responsiveness to the needs of the interna
tional system or whether some of them have negative consequences for the 
system as a whole or for some subsectors.

When the IMF was established in 1945 its role was mainly perceived 
to be one of providing temporary financing to alleviate balance of payments 
problems of mennber countries. In recent years the IMF has moved reasonably 
close to becoming a world central banker. Its expanded role also includes 
emphasis on the domestic policy reforms of member governments requiting 
assIstatKe. In contrast, the WoM Bank, who^e full title is the International 
Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD), was conceived to per
form quite a different and separate function from that of the IMF. Initially 
the ba^ was meant to help reconstruct war-tom Europe, but it evolved in
to an biter-govemmental agency devoted to financing development protects 
in the Third World. Locating low-worthy prefects, ranging from infrastnic- 
ture to industrialization to apiculture, ei^a^ Its energies.

During the past decade, the futKiions of the two institutions have become 
increasing intertwined. The Bank looked ova- Its shoulder to see if IMF 
recommendations to a country to put its house in order were heeded as part 
of Its consideration for loans. At the same time, the IMF became interested 
iiT development policies and strate^ and the loaris atxl loan contexts of 
its sister Bank across the street. This process of overlap, and to some depee 
merging, of activities of the two institutions was frequently arxl critically com
mented upon in the 1970s. Mdving into the 1980s, the linkage has become 
both more intimate and more overlapping. The slide Into each other's ter- 
rttory has been discemabie. The Bank, while still largely fundng specific 
devdopment protects, now also makes loans (e.g., the Structural Ar^ust- 
ment Loan to Senegal) which rather than building roads or finarveing 
irrigation systems, are Intended to be used by the government to set its 
economic house In order, h short, the Bank is playing a role in helping govern
ments strai^tten out their fiscal and monetary policies. The IMF places most 
of its emphasis on budgetary arxl monetary policies and cn the exchange 
rate while the Bank stresses the tarpcirtance of a country’s Investment pro- 
pam. Stm, the Bank is certedniy doing something other than funding loans 
for specific development protects, and the Fund is involved in protects other 
than short tom alleviation of balarxs of payments problems. It Is undeniable 
that both institutions are actively enga^ in Africa to define and help Im
plement rather comprehensive and long term overhauls of African eoorxxnles.

While each institution carries out activities which the other does not, they 
work hand ki glove. A country in need simply iraist crxnply with the recom
mendations of each institution befere It will get much of a heating in the 
other. In addition, bilateral public donors, private banks arxl central banks 

\ are also tied into the IMF-World Bank network. Thus, for example, the US 
( Federal Reserve intervenes with US banks to *hoid on,’fisten to advice, dday 

demands for loan repayments, agree to reschedule debts, or whatever for
mula is ultimately workoi out at the international level for an indebted eexm- 
try. By the same token, the Federal Reserve consults with the IMF and the 
IMF has consultation with major lending banks, and lenders have consulta
tions with each other.

Before the debt crisis of the 1960s, the IMF held as confidential most 
of its information and indeed its policy advice to LDC countries. PrivalB banks 
competed with each other to niake loans and certainly did not share infor
mation with each other. As a consequence of the d^ crisis, formal and 
Informal mechanisms have been devdoped for a gorxl deal of informatkxi 
sharing between and among lenders, ceti^ banks arxl the hterpwemmental 
organizations. From the perspective of lenders, peater coordination and 
cooperation would appear desirable to prevent overlending to any ^ven ooun- 
try, but from the borrower’s point of view it means reduced rations, even 
If It also tries to safeguard countries from overborrowing. '

The peat International coordination that LDCs face runs, as we have 
across commercial and [Millie agerxdes. But pjibllc arxi ccxnmercial 

agents are also intepating their activities as they have not done before. So, 
for example, private moneys have been channeled into LDCs In recent years 
through the World Bank. This arrangement is called “co-finandng.’ About 
35% of last year’s World Bank projects were oo-financed with prtvate banks, 
other official lenders and export credit institutions. Tying Iheir loans into 
the World Bank is attractive to lenders,since the Bank does not allow for 
rescheduling arxl provides a security umbrella of sorts.

Such loans are presented to the LDCs as a useful way of maintaining 
or even irxxeasing credit flows In an otherwise shrinking creefit situation. 
But we have already seen that both ^ Bank arxl the IMF are in the business 
of recommending structural a^usfrhents leading to broad economic policy 
changes. An African country iqwMUing or unable to apee to or make the 
structural ad|ustments wouldfxrt be Urely to benefit from credits available 
throu^ co-financing. In short, the rxxrtrol net is cast wide and the only way 
to avoid it would appear to be by “dropping out” of the “system,* srxnething 
a weak govonment is unlikely to survive. To put this Into some statistical 
perspective, it is useful to realize that In 1979, for example, some form of 
aid financed 24% of the poorest economies’ imports and 14% of their
«k Quorrer, JW5

seen.
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docnestic Investment For leaDy poor counties, tfie ratio Is much Id^ier. 
So In Africa countries which are heavily dependent on external resources 
are therefore heavily InfhierKed to play whatever the prevailing game hap
pens to be.

Conclusion

far the 1960s and throu^ much of the 1970s the LDCs were confronted 
wtth a plethora of private and pubhc bilateral arxl multilateral agencies aiKl 
agents peddling their development solutions and frxms of financing. Ad- 
ir^nistrative^ weak states were in no position to make knowledgeable choices 
with respect to strategic technical assistance or funding. Bad advice was 
often bou^ contradictocy pro^ams and policies followed, arxl costly flnan- 
dngd 
seemed appealing.

In the 1980s the pendulum has swung to the opposite extreme. Op
tions have shrunk along wtth reduced and decKning resources. Today, a poor, 
weak African state, rather than having too many optkxis, basically has oiv 
ly one: to accqit, mote or less, arxl seek to impleinent whatever medidnc 
is recommerxied by the IMF-World Bank a^ to hope that bilateral, 
multilateral, public and private adcfitional assistarxe wll low as a conse
quence. It means, in efi^, opting into die ‘‘reoolonization’' that has been 
described. The best case scenario, of course, is that submittkig to extemally- 
commanded discipline will be temporary becuase the medicine will work arid 
the country’s economy will emerge on track. No observer of Africa over the 
past 20 years arxl no observer of the efforts of IMF-World Bank pro^ams 
and poB^ in Africa in the past could be or should be very optimistic abcxit 
such a positive scenario. Firxdly, while colonialism arxl neocolonialism have 
left their mark on African people aixl their sodeUes, it is perhaps useful to 
remember Marx’s dictum that people make their own history. Attempts to 
dictate African affairs from the outside are limited in what they can and, 
perhaps one should add, ou^ to achieve.

undertaken. A simpler, mote coordinated assistance structure

✓

Rmral Africa’* CrM* af PrmOuetimm
Hisraei R. DeGrefl

Dhtram Ghai arid Samir Radwan, editsri, AGRARIAN POUCIE8 AND 
RURAL POVERTY IN AFRICA, (Geneva, Switxerlarxl: Intematknal Labour 
Office, 1983.) 311 pp. 37.90 Swiss francs.

Qaiabane E. Cliakela, SOIL EROSION AND RESERVOIR SEDIMENTATION 
IN LESOTHO (Uppsala, Sweden: Scandinavian Institute of African Stadiaa. 
1981) pp. 189, SEE 80: — (SEE 85: — in TUrd World Countries.)

For the last three decades, the world baa experienced
in both gross agricultual output and in per capita food aappijr. Sadly 

(arAfrica,alinoatthereveraetrendistmefartbelaatdecadeoriDore.Gianc- 
ing down through World Bank data (which naaa per capita food prodoctiondnr-
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iog U69-71 as a baae), we find only a handful of African countries with per 
capita food producUon increases. Even in these instances, increases are less
than 10%. The rest have not only failed to keep up on a per capita baris; a numher
of African countries have exp^enced an abstdute decline in food production 
while their population continues to grow.

Ask almost any economist or social scientist informed on Africa about the 
poiicy reasons for Africa’s agricultural problems, and you will get much the 
same list. First, one fuids a bias that taxes rural areas and directs services and 
investment to urban areas. Hits urban bias subsidizes food and keeps 
afficultural prices low. This creates a disincentive to agricultural production, 
deprives the farmer of potential income for apicultural investment, and 
stimulates a rural to urban migration. Second, insofar as government invests in 
agriculture, and the proporUon of budgetary allocation is small throughout 
Africa, there is a selective factor that favors commercial export agriculture
and generally larger farmras. The consequence of too much of the agricultural 
extension in Africa has been to increase rural inequality and in some instances
to create greater rural poverty. In addltioo, internaUonal lending agencies 
prefer to lend to commercial rather than subsistence agriculture since the sale 
of products provides the poBsibillty of loan rqmyment.* “Progressive farmers” 
become a self-fuUilling prophecy as the extension services, credit, etc. provided 
them become the basis for their superior economic performances.

It comes as no surprise, then, when a volume appears with nine country 
case studies and one survey essay, demonstrating that rural neglect, increasing 

and growing inequality can be found in nearly each instance and 
for essentiaUy the same policy reasons. The one excq>tion, Mozambique, has 
been buffeted by drought and organized aggression and disruption by Rhodesia 
and South Africa. Mozambique’s dismal agricultural performance cannot 
necessarily be attributed to admitted poUcy errors nor can its current policy be 
meaningfully tested. R.K. Srivastava and I. Uvingstone (“Growth and 
distribution: the case of Mozambique”) do the best they can in analyzing the 
way that Mozambique has coped with its problems, including an inherited 
dualutic structure, and present reasonable grounds for hope that 
Mozambique’s agricultural policy might work in the near future.

What is interesting in this compilation Of studies by Ghai and Radwan is 
the similar way in which the dynamics of rural impoverishment work in coun
tries that are so dissimilar ecotMsnically and idedl|ically. Whether one focuses 
on Ivory Coast and Kenya, Botswana and Malawi, or Zambia, Ghana, and 
Somalia, the common factor is growing rural poverty, even in those few areas 
where there is also instance of agricultural and income improvement. Nigeria 
is also studied; it is a special case because it has bad the revenues to pursue ito 
stated policy of rural devel 
intensified trends of urban migration and rural decline operative elsewhere in 
Africa.

simplification. Clearly, there are Important policy differences and variattoas in 
the dynamics, but the outcomes are unifor^ dismal. ’These similarities and 
differences are cogently presented in each essay. Like the rest at the world, 
African nations can do Uttle about the weather, but they can correct their 
policies. These are nine excellent comparative studies on one of the most 
critical issues facing Africa, and this book is important reading for those in
terested in promoting the continent’s well being.

There is another area of rural impoverishment that exceeds that of the rest 
of the continent but is generally not as well publicized. That is the devastation 
and destructioo of the so-called Black homelands of South Africa and the totaUy 
surrounded state of Lesotho. In a continuing process, the whites took the land 
from the blacks, confining them in ever smaller enclaves as a source of labor 
supply. Tliis overcrowding has created a dynamic of population growth, soil 
destruction, and labor migratioo. The povWty, malnutriUon, and mortality 
rates are among the highest if not the highest in Africa. SoU erosion is a
pnUem tlireughout the African continent, but it is particularly acute in the Uack
areas of South Africa. Throughout Africa, there is a potential surplus of land. 
It is the rural poverty described above that does not allow for 
agricultural pracUces that yield and also preserve the soil. In southern Africa,
it is not an overaU shortage of land, but a ptdicy of racial exclusion and forced
overcrowding that has led to an ever worscsiiiig cycle of soil destructioo. Cur- 
renUy, (summer 1983) it has been greatly worsened by a drought that has 
struck many parts of Africa. Soil destructian in South Africa is the result of 
poUcies that a change in the method of forming a government can correct. 

Qalabane K. (Aakela’s fine study of Lesotho is a complement to any
understanding of the econmnic and political study of rural impoverishment. His
is a technical study of the dynamics of the soU erosion process. Every con
ceivable aspect of the problem from rainfall, the basic geologic structure, the 
difierent vegetation cover, etc. It is cmnprehensive and directed more to the 
agriculturalist and soU conservationist than to the social sdentist. However, 
understood properly, it is a technical documentatioo of the end result of colonial 
conquest and contrd, racism and apartheid. Technically, it is the kind of 
regional study that is needed not only for southern Africa but for other regions
«f the continent. If there is to be a chance to solve the food and rural property of
Africa, a necessary first step in the process must be the continuing preservation 
of the soils.

t, but its oil wealth seems primarily to have

lliese essays are uniformly excellent, carefully researched, and well writ
ten. The generalized patterns seen in the essays may be a reviewm'’s over-

•Tta<an>i>arab<ro<i>»|>iilicy boon that baoc ben imponuUucauMor rood inducUiaickcliia la 
Africa. PoSUcal laattblllly, war. aad niaaaaa coasawie ooc Imiwrtaal calafory. DnaisM aad oUwr

.. .. - - - - - - - - - - - - aaaialhalllwtarilhal maaliVllwwnrM'.r«caBlaali»laloeil
mfopi la Msalad irain pcodocUaa. wkidi la Africa la wvOalily >caa «<•<> Of
1 aOwTriie Africaa food cnia aad aystcaia of alriciiltiiro bave act baea a aiajcr ccoceca of
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Co-apertUives: VniulHUed Hope*
A VaUmU Effort at Mtural Dermiapment 

tcUh iatractahle Obstacles
nomas OToale

Crawford Young, Neal P. Sherman and Hm H. Roae, COOPERATIVES AND 
DEVELOPMENT: Agricaltaral Poittks la Ghana and Uganda. (Madison, 
Wisconsin: The University Press, 1981). xi, 276 pp., $30.00, hardcover.

GeneEms

I think it is an admirable trait for a graduate adviser to help his graduate 
students publish their dissertations. When this allows the graduate adviser 
(Young) to resurrect data collected in 1965 and 1966 for a publication originally 
conceived in 1975 it also has the laudable effect of utilizing wtaat are otherwise 
probably unpublisbable materials.

^Us book basically consists <d two dissertations (Sherman’s on Uganda and 
Rose’s on Ghana). This is wedded to material which Young originally gathered 
in collaboration with E. A. Brett. Brett’s partial pubUcation of this material in 
1970 may have undercut Young’s original intent. In any case, this reproduced 
typescript is not the usual sort of weak for a major University press.

Given the rapid shifts in African society and the failure of so much of the 
optimism of the 1960b this book is diiefly of historical value.’The paramount role 
once envisioned for cooperatives in both Uganda and (Riaiu is largely a dead 
issue. Faced with the past decade of political and social upheaval few of the more 
than 1,400 farmers interviewed exert even the “modoately positive influence 
on agriculture and political development” claimed by the authors. In fact it is 
very likely that many of them have been killed.

All this is not to say that the work is without value. Young establishes ade
quate nation perspectives and sets them within a general comparative frame 
in chapters 1,3 and 9. He also contributes a sound foundation for understanding 
Ugandan cooperatives in the short period between the British and the Amin 
regimes in diapters 3 through 6. Sherman’s chapters 7 and 8, on dairy 
cooperatives, are an adequate self-cootained piece. His attempts to create a larger 
theoretic analysis of cooperatives and development policy in chapters 2 and ft, 
are a wdcome addition to a sparse literature. Rose’s workmanlike i^tical history 
of CHiana cocoa cooperatives to 1974 in chapters 10,11 and 12 also stands quite 
well on its own.

What the work lacks is a coherent theoretic framework. Lacking a broad 
enough sample of cooperatives, little of a general nature can be deduced from 
the data presented. The focus on narrowly defined naUonal studies with little 
reference to world market conditiaos would seem to have the advantage of making 
long distance collaborative editing feasible but did Uttle to advance under
standing of the viability of cooperatives as a significant factor in successful 
developn

For the
African Studies library it is too expensive. Convenient microfilm access to the 
dissertations from which it derives make this a book of questionable value.

The American Friends Service Committee. TTN AICHA; Nomad Village. 
(Phlladelpbia, Pennsylvania: AFSC, 1982.) 231 pages. Paper, $8.95.

The Tin Aicba Project (“the only one of its kind in Mali”) was an attempt to 
rehaUlitate (and to some extent settle) nomadic families on a voluntary basis. 
Begun in 1975 under the joint auspices of the Malian gover 
American Friends Service Committee, the village grew from 200 original 
families in 1976 to more than 1000 people in 1981, with a market, school, dispen
sary, village government and variety of provided services. This book is a jdnt 
effort (by three AFSC staff members who helped implement the project, 
amongst others) to describe the milieu in which the projkt was conceived, to 
describe the process of project exploration and definition, to review the course 
of the project, and to critically assess its merits and demerits (and what they 
might mean for AFSC planners)

There are several charactemUcs of this treatment which stand out: the 
candor with which potentially negative aspects are raised is indeed refieshing, 
as is the deliberate attempt to seek out local views (on a number of levds) and 
to allow potentially contradictory information and analyses. Over half the 
evaluation is given over to appe^ces which include a review by a Malian 
educator, the Tin Aicha school director, and a survey including some local 
nomads. In additioo,%i several sections, local reactions to the project from a 
sample of villagers is given. As a result, the evaluaUen reeds less like a com
pendium of errors and mishaps (as do so many evaluations),and comes to grips 
with issues of substance wbicb have general implications for similar projects.

It is clear that over the six years of the project (from October 1, 1974 
through December 31,1980), a number of substantial changes were effected — 
the village was founded, over TOO hectares of land were divided a^put to 
cultivation, nomadic pe^es were trained in the techniques of agrffiilture, 
herds were restored, trees were planted, and a variety of services (school, 
dispensary, a co-op store) provided. ’Ihe village is well-rooted, with a 
flourishing market, nascent local government and an established place in the 
pecking order for government services.

Despite these gains, the book raises substantial doubts in this reviewer’s 
mind — for example,

1. Is the project viable in the long run, and, if not, what does 
that say about our attempts to alleviate the effects of the 
drought?

and the

on cooperatives this book mi^ be of value but for the general
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Co-operativeM: VuMtUled Hope*
A VaiUmt Effort at tturoi Der«lof»

with iutraetahla Obstacles
Hhhbu O’Toole

Crawford Young, Neal P. Sherman and Tim H. Rose, COOPERATIVI» AND 
DEVELOPMENT: Agrkaltaral PeUUa in Ghana and Uganda. (Madison, 
Wisconsin: The University Press, 1«1). xi, 276 pp., $30.00, hardcover.

GeneEIHs

to help his graduate
students publish their dissertations. When this allows the ^duate adviser 
(Young) to resurrect data collected in 1065 and 1966 tor a pubUcahon originally 
conceived in 1075 it also has the laudable effect of utilizing what are otherwise 

' ’ unpublishable materials.
book basically consists (d two dissertations (Sherman’s on Uganda and 

Rose’s on Ghana). This is wedded to material which Young originally gathered 
In collaboration with E. A. Brett. Brett’s partial publication of this material in 
1070 may have undercut Young’s wiginal intent. In any case, this reproduced 
typescript is not the usual sort of work for a major University press.

Given the rapid shifts in African society and the failure of so much of the 
optimism of the 1960s this book is chiefly of historical value. The paramount role 
once envisioned for cooperatives in both Uganda and Ghana is largely a dead 
issue. Faced with the past decade of pcdiUcai and social iqibeaval few of the mote 
than 1,400 farmers interviewed exert even the “moderately positive influence 
on agriculture and political development” claimed by the authors. In fact it is 
very likely that many of them have been killed.

All this is not to say that the wmk is without value. Young establishes ade
quate nation perspectives and sets them within a general comparative frame 
in chapters 1,3 and 9. He also contributes a sound foundatioo for understanding 
Ugandan cooperatives in the short period between the British and the Amin 
regimes in chapters 3 throu^ 6. Sherman’s chapters 7 and 8, on dairy 
cooperatives, are an adequate self-cootaioed piece. His attempts to create a larger 
theoretic analysis of cooperatives and development policy in chapters 2 and f^, 
are a wdcome addition to a sparse literature. Rose’s workmanlike political histoty 
of Ghana cocoa cooperatives to 1074 in chapters 10,11 and 12 also stands quite 
well on its own.

What the work lacks is a coherent theoretic framework. Lacking a broad 
enough sample of cooperatives, little of a general nature can be deduced from 
the data presented. The focus on narrowly defined national studies with little

to have the advantage of making 
long distance collaborative hditing feasible but did little to advance under
standing of the viability of cooperatives as a significant factor bi successful 
development programs.

For the specialist on cooperatives this book might be of value but for the general 
African Studies library it is too expensive. Convenient microfilm access to the 
dissertatioos bom which it derives make this a book of questionable value.

1 think it is an admirable trait for a gn The American Friends Service Committee. ’HN AICHA; Nomad Village. 
(Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: AFSC, 1962.) 231 pages. Paper, $8.95.

The Tin Aicha Project (“the only one of its kind in klali’’) was an attempt to 
rehabilitate (and to some extent settle) nomadic families on a voluntary basis. 
Begun in 1075 under tbs joint ausfdces of the Malian go 
American Friends Service Committee, the village grew from 200 orighial 
famUies in 1976 to more than 1000 people in 1961, with a market, school, dispen
sary, village government and variety of proviiM services. This book is a jobit 
effort (by three AFSC staff members who helped implement the project, 
amongst others) to describe the mUieu in which the project was conceived, to 
describe the process of project exploration and definition, to review the course 
of the project, and to critically assess its merits and demerits (and what they 
might mean for AFSC planners).

There are several characteintics of this treatment which stand out; the 
candor with which potentiaUy negative aspects are raised is indeed rebeshing, 
as is the deliberate attempt to seek out local views (on a number of levels) and 
to allow potentially contradictory information and analyses. Over half the 
evaluation is given over to appe^ces which include a review by a Malian 
educator, the Tin Aicha school director, and a survey including some local 
nonuds. In addition,%i several sections, local reactions to the project finm a 
sample of villagers is given. As a result, the evaluation reads less like a com
pendium of errors and mishaps (as do so many evaluations), and comes to grips 
with issues of substance which have general implications for similar projects.

It is clear that over the six years of the project (flrom October 1, 1974 
through December 31,1980), a number of substantial chi 
the village was founded, over 700 hectares of buid mn divided and^t to 
cultivation, nomadic peoples were trained bi the techniques of agrfEulture, 
herds were restored, trees were planted, and a variety of services (school, 
dispensary, a co-op store) provided. The village is well-rooted, with a 
fiourishing market, nascent local government and an established place tai the 
pecldng order for government services.

Despite tbese gams, the book raises substantial doubts bi this reviewer’s 
mind — for example,

1. Is the imject viable m the long run, and, if not, what does 
that say about our attempts to alleviate the effects of the 
drought?

probably
Tbisi and the
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As the authors note, the agriculture of the settlement U dependent upon 
Lake Fagiridine, which is in turn fed by the Niger River. A decades-long cycle of 
rising and falling water levels creates a strip of several kilometers which is 
moist and culUvaUe. When the lake has been receding, as it has been in recent 
years, the cultivable land has been increasing. But what happens when the lake 
is rising, as it certainly must? In the initial distribution of land, each family 
member received only a two meter strip of ‘lake-front’; the amount of irrigable 
land is critically dependent upon the level of the lake. In this regard, it is worthy 
of note that seven families profiled in the book bad originaily be«i forced into a 
refugee camp because a government land 
the same lake to 1.5 meters per person! (p. 61) It is also noteworthy that the 
report found an urgent need for more trained midwives because ‘almost every 
woman of childbearing age was pregnant.' (p. 83) While the latter speaks well 
of the level of the medical care and the sufficiency of the diet (which raised 
body fat levels to such levels as to p«mit pregnancy), it augurs poorly for the 
critical person to land ratio which makes agriculture feasible.

Ambery ag Rhissa, in a trenchant mid-project review which is the highlight 
of the hook, raises a crucial point with which neither the project nor its 
evaluators ever come quite to grips: the poor yields experienced together with 
the small plots mean that rice production in 1876-77 was only 12% of the amount 
needed for borne consumption, while sorghum production (the other staple) 
was only 6.5% of that needed, (p. 160) “The 1979 rains, best hi a decade, pro
duced only rpougb grain to support families for six months.’’ (p. 72). Both 
because arable land is a scarce good, and because its distribution is a duty of 
government (in which the nomads play little part and upon whom they can ex
ert little influence), there would appear.to be no easy solution to this dilanma.

It would appear to this reviewer that there is a basic imbalance between the 
resource base (which may be dwindling if a long cycle of dessication is in store) 
andtberisingexpectatioiisofaninereasingpo[^tion,andthatneithertbeac- 
tkxis of government (in carrying out a land reform which may have reduced the 
agricultural holdings beneath a feasible level) nor the Tin Aicba project (wliidi 
has augmented short-run welfare, but also increased popuiation levels to erase 
those gains) have acted to solve. To the contrary, the effect of the project may 
have been to increase expectatioos, mcrease population, and settle too many 
nomads on inadequate land wUcb, in tboloog cycle of river level changes, will 
gradually be eroded.

2. Was the project a ‘settlement’ project or a ’restocking' 
project?

The authors underiine that the onsiaugbt of the 1968 drought destroyed the 
viability of nomadic pastoralism for part irf the Sahel, that the populace was 
forced to increasingly precarious modes of existence, but that Their most 
urgent desire was to return to nomadic herding.’ (p. 35) What stands out, bi 
terms of
to which the project focused on restoring herds. Total project costs (includtaig 
planning and administration) ran about 1521,(100; 686,631 were spent in 1975-76 in 
replenishing herds. (The costs were recouped when offspring were returnedti 
the project.) Herds were the source of a major part of the income, and the 
statements by the project participants indicate the emphasis which t^ place 
on the livestock replacement:

'But the land was nothing compared to the animals we were 
given.’(p. 120)

Gene Ellis

‘Cows are much more important than fields ... I prder one 
cow to 100 measures of land.’ (p. 121)

cribably hap-Then we were gi'
py. We followed them around for the sheer joy of it.’ (p. 122)

Because of government policy in opposition to goats (which are thought to 
deplete the environment), the project provided participants with sheep (which 
cost twice as much as goats, consumed more water, gave less readily digestible 
milk - and less of it - and which were less hardy) and cattle (pp. 75,115). With 
a greater regard for the returns to such investments, the participants proceed
ed to seU off cattle and sheep and buy, in turn, goats and donkeys, the latter to 
enable them to enter into trade in (amongst other things) gum arabic. Both the 
herding and trading recpiire nomadic lifestyles, and the most successful 
families have been those who ‘because of family composition and herd size, 
could allow some family mmnbes to moire finm pasture to pasture with their 
«nim»l« and only return to Tin Aicha for a short period of time.’ (p. 77)

In point of fact, the most successful family strategy was to lay claim to as 
much of the Tin Akha resources as possUile, while giving up as little of the 
desired lifestyle as possible. Thus, because famUies were assigned strips of 
land based on the number of active family members, ‘many families registered 
people who did not exist, or invited distant relatives to visit during the census in 
1975’ (p. 69), many ’residents’neither resided in nor worked lands in Tin Aicha 
(which prompted the AFSC to promuigate rules under which non-residents 
could lose their lands) (p. 73), and many families hired day workers for their 
fields (despite an AFSC promulgated rule that all families had to work their 
own land.) (p. 73)

There are other issues - the probable futility of seeking to enforce‘land to 
the tiller’rules over the long run, and the uUUty lost to the Hhdholdets in obey
ing such injunctions — but how one feels about the Tin Aicba participants’ 
strata^ depoids much on how overtly one can stand the point being made 
that what the project has done has been to transfer assets to a selected few, and 
that it can aflord to do so only for a selBcted few. In seeking land strips for aU 
members of the famUy (whether presenW not), famUies are in fact seeking a 
share in the assets transferred to project dlSDi^. If they seek to hire labor to 
till the land, or to rent it out, then it U bUtantfyhppaihnt that they seek only the 
rent value it the asset. But if everyone were transferred an equal share of the 
assets, what would be the harm if some preferred to rent their lands and herd, 
and others preferred to till their lands and hire herders? Clapturing the rental 
value of the assets only seems unjust because it makes apparent that only a 
chosen few have been ^ven assets. From the point of view <d families, giving 
all members shares of the assets is equitable, and makes the mix of migrant 
hading, trading and agriculture a more sustainable lifestyle.

3. To what extent Is the project a welfare project?
Certabily as regards livestock, the project served primarily as a revolving 

credit fund. When the Uvestock reproduced, the project was repaid in kind, and
the only loss was the interest that might have been earned on the capital ova
the four to five years it took to repay the project plus whateva cost of transport
and overhead the proj

1 reduced their holdings on

lures and in terms of populace reactions, is the extent

dto
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But in other major areaa of inveatment — education, health, foreatry and 
building (for achoola, cUnica and cooperativea), the villagers were heavily sub
sidized. In reforestation, 10 
ldementfortwoyears(p. M).‘... The Tin Aicha dispensary, with its access to 
AFSC funds, received more medicines than all the rest of the CXiRCXE com
bined,' (p. 83) giving 1000 peofde more care than 130,000. And because of the 
presence of the dispensary, the village was entitled to regular visits from an 
epidemic control service at Dire, and chiidren were vaccinated against the ma- 
jw childhood diseases, (p.84) (That is to say,because of the AFSC subsidy ofa 
dispensary, the village also received a greater share of a fixed asset — doctors' 
visits — and others received correspondingly less.)

In education, the villages, aware of the ‘edifice complex' of government, 
mt adobe school buildings to replace the straw 
bad provided as part of the project agreement. 

AFSC paid for the building. In January, 1976, stunts were offered a lunch pro
gram with the World Food Program (WFP) providing grain, oil and canned 
meat, and the National Nutrition Department providing milk and grain sup
plements. AFSC paid the salaries of five villagers to prepare the lunches, and 
bought other luncheon supplies. In 1979, this service was expanded to three 
meals a day. To support the ruralization program of the school, WFP provided 
a plow, 2 oxen, 40 chickens, 40 goats, 40 sheep, 200 meters of fencing, and a 
variety of other equipment, (pp. 85-87) The AFSC initially flnanced the 
cooperative store, and, because building materials had to be transported from 
great distances, and no transport was available for hire, the AFSC purchased a 
seven-ton, four-wheel drive truck for b)

To what extent can these levels of inputs be sustained by the local 
populace? By 1980, the dispensary bad 'a new quarters, a solid building with 
various treatment rooms.' (p. 205) But the responsibility bad been transferred 
from AFSC to the CERCLE in late 1977, and the immediate result was a‘severe 
cut in the materials and medicines available,'and ‘... the last years have seen 
a rise in epidemic diseases due to the almost total lack of medicines at the 
dispensary.' (p. 204) The school now has sui classrooms, an office, a storeroom, 
four toilets, and a planned construction of teacher bousing (p. 203), and has 

igned to it. The forestry program has had but 
limited success. The Fedmatioo des Groupements Ruraux, founded with start
ing capital from AFSC, voted not to pick up the costs of forestry worker salaries 
when the AFSC left in 1979, and it appeal^ that the rather 1^ survival rate 
enjoyed until then would deteriorate. Only about one quarter of the trees 
planted were thought to be able to survive without further care, and those un
protected by school children or serving as household shade trees had little 
chance, (p. 80) Experiments with hiiit trees bad not proved successful.

To be critical of the project is not to criticize the American Friends Service 
Ckxnmittee and its efforts. It is rather to realize the magnitude of the task wUd 
confronts development planners. The criteria suggested by the reviewer are 
desigi^ to disUngulsh developmental efforts from mere welfare efforts. Those 
criteria are:

Gens Ellis
id $10 per month plus a grain sup-s

3. Have the long-run dynamic reactions to the interventions 
been considered, and can they successfuUy be dealt with? •

The decision criteria are not clear-cut — it may be that it may be necessary
to provide a level of support to target populations which could not be provided to
aU, but that any less would not suffice. If the efforts could be sustained ovm- 
time by the populace, one can argue that condiUons would gradually be 
ameliorated lor all. And certainly it can be argue3d that no projects or pro
grams are currenUy dealing with the Malthusian or ecological impIicaUons of 
many of our interventions. Certainly it is difficult to see how the Tin Aicha proj
ect could effectively work to keep the person to land raUo within reasonable 
bounds, considiTing the ecology, technology and expectotions. (Our ignoring 
their existence will nevertheless fail to protect us from their impacts.)

Based on these criteria, one is led to doubt whether Tin Aicha was, on 
balance, a viable development project, whatever its merite in raising the in
comes, welfare and aspirations of the Tin Aicha villagers.

asked that AFSC fund p 
matstr he go

rials to the village, (p. 101)

fared better, with five t

1. Are the interventioi 
throughout the economy?
2. Are the interventions sustainable witliout subsidy by the 
populace over the long run?

replicable on a large-scale
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TanxmOan Polities:
A Bibltographieal Regouree

Ji HoweU
Rabbiel J. Mwasha. A BIBUOGRAPHY OF TANU AND AFRO SHIRAZl PAR- 
TV, PART I. Occasional Paper — Tanzania Library Service, No. 21. (Dar es 
Salaam: Tanzania Library Services, National Central Library—P.O. Box 9283, 
1979?) pp. 120, mimeographed; Tanzania shillings 91A ($10 approx., add $5 for 
overseas postage).

Limitotiofw on Primartf Crop Prodneers:

The Cage of Tobacco in TamxaaiaThis is an unannotated bibliography of the dominant political parties on 
mainland Tanzania: Tanganyika African National Union (TANU) and on Zan
zibar and Pemba islands: Afro-Sbirazi Party (ASP), for the period covering the 
mid-lSSOs until 1977. The scope of the bibliopaphy is broado: than the title would 
indicate as many items inchided are on Julius K. Nyerere, Tanzania’s President, 
politics and g
RevoluUonaiy Party, and successor to the two eariier parties in 1977.

The 1,066 entries are arranged by subject, each one of which is introduced 
with renthrks and quotes bo the political history of Tanzania. Items included come 
from journal articles, books, dissertations, conference papers, speeches, and some . 
newspaper articles in English, French, German, Polish, Russian, and Swahili. 
Subjects ate arranged by party. Those for TANU include: general history, the 
fight for independence, independence and after, onejarty democracy, the Arusha 
Dedaratioo, ujamaa villages [See also Dean E. McHenry Jr.’s Ujamaa Villages 
in Tanzania; a Bibliography (Uppsala: Scandinavian Institute of African Studies, 
1961)], affiliated organs (e.g. TANU Youth League, Tanganyika Federation of 
Labour, etc.), TANU constitution and election, education for self-reliance, the 
ten-house cell system, and Mwalimu Julius Nyerere. ’Ihere are two subjection 
the AfroShirazi Party:
the merger of TANU and ASP there are three topics: the unioo between 
Tanganyika and Zanzibar, Zanzibar, and the birth of CMM.’There follows a list 
of sources for the bibliography whose use by the compiler is not clear. There 
is a detailed author and title index.

While the Mwasha bibliograpliy is a comprdiensive approadi to publications 
by and about TANU, tbe ASP, and to a lesser extent politics in’Tanzania and the 
CCM, individuai entries include bequent errors in spelling especially in the Euro
pean languages. In otber cases whole worxls are omitted (notably the reviewer’s 
first name). A good editor might have prevented the many errors that have crept 
into the final fnimAngr^ptMwt edition.

This bibliography is a g^ place to go for finding a list of dtations on TANU, 
ASP, and politics in Tanzania untit 1977. However, under no drcumstances should 
it be used as an authoritative source fw the spelling of words in a citation, the 
compilation of bibliographies for publication, or tbe location of the books, jour
nals, etc. dted by the compiler.

Mwasha, as tbe title indicates, projected this as the first part of a two-part 
work. Part IL from 1977 to tbe present, should be ready soon,
Mw Bnce HnreD a pnMoUr • docuni cuididste ki UK Gndmle School o< Utniy ud lofonuliai 
Sdooch o( Iho Uohonity o( nsiioio ot UrhooadiaBqioisn. He no (oro 
bio hr PddlcoUoo id tbe AMcu SocUoo of Ibe LUncy of Cohgrooo.

David S. Cowaie

t in Tanzania, and the Chama cha Maihnduzi (CCM), the Jannik Boesen and A T. Mdiele. ’THE “SUCCESS STORY” OF PEASANT 
’TOBACCO PRODUCTION IN TANZANIA: ’Ihe PoUUcal Eoaoomy of a Cenunedi- 
ty Prodadag Peasaalry. (Uppsala, Scandinavian Institute of African Studies, 
1979), preface, pp. 169; HOO U.S. approximately.

’The authors have undertaken a critical and comprehensive analysis of the 
role of Tanzanian peasants in Ihe tobacco production process. ’Ihe book is the 
result of an exhaustive study conducted over the period 1976-1976 by Jannik Boesen 
of the Danish Centre for Development Research and A.T. Mohele of the’Tanzanian 
Rural Develoi

The reason for the quotation marks around “success story” in tbe title derives 
fimn the authors’questioning tbe actual success of tobacco production in’Tan
zania, as measured in terms of output, given tbe efted of this “success” on peas- 
ant growers. Figure One (p. IS) provides a particularly graphic ilhistiatian of 
how rapidly tobacco ou^wt has increased, from 1,800 tons annually over tbe pe
riod 1967-99 to 13,700 tons annually over tbe period 1975-77. According to the 
authors, however, this “success” must be qualified for several reasons: 1) peas
ant growers have not seen a real income increase in over a decade, 2) peasant 
growere have been linked vertically with tbe world tobacco economy, where most 
benefits have accrued, yet few benefits ever reach the producers nor are any 
horizontal local linkages devdoped, imd 3) tbe creation of greater links with tbe 
bureaucracy has led to benefits from increased production going to the state 
ratho- than the producers.

In tbe first half of tbe book Boesen and 
of tobacco as an export crop in ’Tabora and Urambo Districts in the “Miombo” 
forest zone of west-central Tanzania. The early settler schemes are examined, 
though greater emphasis is placed on the Africanization of tobacco production 
before independence. Post-colonial tobacco production is discussed extensive- 
fy, with perhaps the most important chapter covering Ujamaa and villagization. 
Unfortunatdy for scholars of contemporary Tanzania, however, tbe study is ^ 
undertaken too early to fiilly assess the effects of villagization.

IBank.

tion, and tbe Zanzibar revolution. For

le tbe develop

•rrolUealSctanoeitllKUiSma;DnIdS.CnraieiiaauidhUelwIliecksreecrPiLD.InllBD
Taias.0<H
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The second portion Of tbe book is devoted to a dbcussioa Of tbe constraints 
on tobacco pnxkidian, iDdiidii« resource constraints such as land, wood, or labor, 
and input comtraints such as farm implanents. The authors examine several
scenarios si«gesting the need for careful utilization of resources. They also ex
plore whjf and how the peasant producers allocate labor with regard to tobacco
prwluction, illustrating the inherent logic behind producer actions. This discus
sion is foUowed by two chapters exploring the linkages between the peasant pro
ducers, the state, and international capitalism, and bow this system is biased 
toward the continued exploitation td the peasantry. A final chapter attempte to 
place the study more generally into the continuing debate regarding the role of 
primary product pro&cers in the underdevelopment process.

This study is especially refreshing. It avoids being caught up in the rhetoric
of the generalized debate concerning the “success” or “failure” of Tanzania’s 
socialist policies, avoidii« the extremes of Green’s analysis or especially Ergas’
work. Rather, what is provided here is a concrete analysis of how peasant growers
of a particularly important cash-crop have fared over the last twenty years.

’The book is exce«tingly well illustrated, with figures, tables, maps and pic
tures presented to belp clarify the argument developed in the text and adding 
significantly to their argument. ’Ihe section on pok-villagization villages is 
perhaps the best illustrated and would be of interest to most Tanzania scholars.

The authors also express an appropriate degree of concern with the pervasive 
problem of data reliability, displa^ an ability to deal creatively with the prob
lem while extensively footnoting how they accompKsbed this task.

As with many studies, there are a few drawbacks.’The book is poorly organ
ized. Since the book is not in temporal order, the continuity is seriously hindered. 
No index is provided for the plethora of figures, tables, nups and inctures, nor 
is there an overall bUdiography or index. In addition, the writing style is not par
ticularly smooth.

Aside from these stylistic problems there is one major substantive flaw: the 
study utilized a samide survey, yet nowhere in the book is the sample discussed.
One can seriously question the representativeness of the sample, given that there 
was no random selection (this can only be inferred, since this issue was never 
discussed). Another unfortimate problem with the study, tbov^ no fault (d tte 
authors tl 
assess its inqiact.

Because of the specificity of the subject matter, the book is not for general 
use. It does, however, provide an example of bow peasant commodity producers 
have done within a socialist society. It is also a good example of how a modified 
dependency framework can be apfdied to a ’Third World context. It is here that 
the book can serve an illustrative role, and for this reason scholars of 
underdevelopment theory should find it both interesting and useful.

Si

A Romantic Vieu) of CMIdren’s
SoeializatUm iit Africa

’Timathy M. Shaw

Pierre Erny, ’THE CHILD AND HIS ENVIRONMENT IN BLACK AFRICA: an 
essay on traditional education; translated, abridged and adapted by G.J. Wan- 
johi (Nairobi: Oxford University Press, 1981) pp. xxii + 230, $29.00.

R. Ogbonna Obuche and Barnabas Otaola (eds.) ’THE AFRICAN CHILD AND 
ns ENVIRONMENT. (Oxford: Pergamon Press, 1981 for UN Environment Pro- 
granune and Science Education Progranune for Africa, UNEP Studies, Vcdume 
3) 97 pp., paperback, n.p.

Erny’s interesting and innovative study is intended to correct a lacuna in the 
rch in its present form offers us only a very fragmen

tary documentation on the child, on'traditional pedagogy, and on the manner 
of personality integration” (p. xxii). ’The remedy is a cathoUc, comparative 
an^ysis of child-rearing on tte continent — an “ethnology of education” (p. 1) 
— although its bias is towards “traditional” rural peoples rather than “modem” 
urban groups. Indeed, the major oversight <rf both author and translator is the 
neglect of political economy as a primary factor akog with environment in deto-- 
mining patterns of socialization. ’This is so despite G J. Wanjohi’s welcome in
dication that “we try to view traditional African society and modem society 

. dialectically” (p. xii).
’The overall tone of the translator’s preface and the original French text is 

that of the “merrie African” who has learnt how to relate to his/her physical 
and social environment. There is no attention given to the position of young and 
old in regard to modes and relations of production: socialization differs between 
classes as well as between “nations. ” Only in his fmal chapter does Pierre Emy 
admit that "It is no longer possible to observe traditional education anywhere 
in a pure state, entirely frre from foreign influences” (p. 168). Such “foreign 
influences” now emanate from internal as well as external “bourgeoisies.”

field: “Africj

Ives, is that it was undertaken too soon after villagizatioo to fully

Tln>stv M. Shn n Profeacr of PoUtien Science ud DtaMor of UK OMn te Alricu SaaSea, nnbiaaie
Uolniiitr, HaSfaa, Non Scnllo.
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Anotber, very diflerent, attempt at dealing with tUt subject is made in the 
UNEP staidy by Obuche and Otaola, which is a synthetic, ccoaensual, and 

ts, services, and devdopment, an uncrit- 
ialcoaunitteerepnl.In-

Developmenl and Technologyatbeoretical wmdigHdw of 
ical documentation cast in the form of an u 
ddentally, both works in their titles seem unaware of the move toward inclusive 
language by ignoring that half of the child populatioa of Africa which happens 
to be female.

Thomas R. De Gregori

Mekki Mtewa, ed. SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND DEVELOPMENT; OpUon^ 
and Policies. (Washingtosi, D.C.;, University Press of America, Inc., 19K) pp. 
240, til paperback, t2l cloth.Africa’s incorporation into the worid system dates back decades, even cen

turies; and moral values and educational practices have changed in the ex- 
colonial metropoles as well as in the ex-colonies themselves. Forms of sodaliza- 
ttonaieneverstatic; social contradictione affect ediiratinnal directions. Sodalixa- 
Uon in the North now is into post-industrial society jud as in the South it is in
creasingly into “semi-industrialized" systems.

Change poses educational opportunities as well as dilemmas. As Wanjohi 
recognizes, suhsistence economies had their own drawhacks, even if one exag
gerates the degree of their communion with nature:

In traditional Africa, life was joyously received and happily lived
d harmony with nature 

... Seeing himself as put of the whole, the traditional African did 
not try to revolt against nature or to subjugate it... His aversion 
to tami» with nature cost him dear, e.g. in frequent famines and 
epidemics (p. xi).

Such contradictions are replete in contemporary Africa, for modem technology 
poses opportunities as well as problems: communk 
through the use of

Malin Falkenmark. RURAL WATER SUPPLY AND HEALTH: The Need for a 
New Strategy. (Uppsala, Sweden: Scandinavian Institute of African Studies, 
1S82), SEK 40:-, hardcover.

The path to economic development in Africa is strewn with many obstacles. 
This is s^-evident and well-known. Debates over policy planning options have 
focused on such issues as the role of the state and the private sector, economic 
relationship to former colonial powers, the implications for development of the 
causes of underdevelopment, equity consideratihns and import substitution 
versus export led growth. In the last decade, a new issue has come to the fore to 
claunattmtionforpolicydebate,i.e., the choice of technology. For some it has 
become the only issue, subsuming ail others by implication in the technology 
choice itself. This extreme form of technological determinism argues that cer
tain small scale technologies, using renewable local resources, promote com
munity development and equity, wbile large-scale technologies are inherently 
centralizing, hierarchical, and authoritarian as well as destructive of the en
vironment. Though this enthusiasm for extreme positions is not entirely 
healthy, it has helped to accomplish two things: one, it brought recognition of 
the critical importance of technology for economic development, a factor that 
had been virtually ignored by neo-classical economics until the late ISSOs, and 
two, it shifted our understand in the choice of technology from that of mere 
gadgetry necessary for production to one that strongly influenced the environ
ment and the social, prf*" -od economic structure of a country.

The rush to publis’ ■ - ' oiogy for development has tended to concen
trate on -wo poles, tsr .-.deal inquiries on man, technology, and the 
cosmos, and the very f >a arth handbooks on how to turn dung into biogas 
or op how to convert an oversized tricycle into a human powered strawberry 
picking machine. Mekki Mtewa’s t
explores a large gap in our intellectual terrain in technolo^. It is a collection 
of papers bom a conference on Science, Technology and Development and in- 
4hdes transcripts of some of the discussions. The main thrust of the papers is 
on the macro-policy issues on technology lacing developing countries.

^ range of papers helps make the book interesting. There are case 
studies of countries such as Morocco, Afghanistan and India. There is an excur
sion into economic history as one author tries to draw “lessons” from 
“Japanese Technological Questions.” There are regional perspectives in
cluding one of science and technology management issues for “some African

.. .Idfewas

tended families
tales as well as death on the road. Nevertheless, Wan

johi tends to over-romanticize the traditional — “One can only wish and hope 
that the inhabitants of Tanzania will realize the importance of the communal 
life of (ujamaa) villages and willingly try to make a success of them” (p. xiii) 
— and to over-criticize the modem — “One way in which an industrial civiliza
tion dehumanizes people is in the creation of big cities which attract large masses 
of people” (p. xiii), t^atatime when cities ratbertban countryside are where 
people want to live and where various innovations are made. He goes on to ad
vocate traditional values uncritically — “It is due principally to its moral teaching 
that traditional Africa can be said to owe its survival” (p. xvi) — and to lament 
contemporary struggles — “Modem education is today plagued almost 
everywhere by pupils’ strikes” (p. xv).

But African students surely oppose African regimes because the latter are 
repressive rather than traditional: socialization is never easy or uncontrover- 
sial. Given the rise of bourgeois values on the continent it is impassible to ac
cept Wanjohi’s criticism of student activism — “strikes can be attributed to the 
pupils’ lack of respect for their elders” (p. xv). Africa has become an essential
ly capitalist continent. If education makes its youth aware of the social contradic
tions generated by this pervasive system then it has fulfilled its purpose. As 
Emy admits in his Foreword: “At the present juncture, the pedagogical prob
lems appear inextricably related to those of development” (p. xix).

, Science, Technology, and Devel

« lliomas R. De Gresflri is ■ Professor of Economics at the University of Houston, Houston. Tesss.
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countries” by Mekki Mtewa himself. There is an array of ppers on topical 
issues, from the use of satellites (i.e. Landsat) for third world development to 
questions of the role of elite perceptions, education, values or religion for the 
use of science and technology for development. There are parts of papers on 
rural development, on industrial development and there is even occasional 
mention of something callqd Appropriate Technology.

are more technical
than ideological, though techil^al choices involve ideological preconceptions. 
Essentially, the orientation is practical. Third world countries have en
countered problems in the use of technology. Presented are some of these prob
lems and ways and possibilities to overcome them. There is little in the book 
that is exciting and little that will cause any partisan extreme anger. Basically 
the book can be described as useful for those engaged in development efforts by 
using science and technology either in Africa or in other third world countries.

On the criticisms of technology choice and development planning in
t. The

production of food for rural and urban domestic consumption (as opposed to ex
port agriculture) and the provisions of rural basic amenities have truly been 
the stepchildren of development. Even a line volume like Mtewa’s gives rural 
technological possibilities far less coverage than is warranted by the 
magnitude of problems. Nowhere are the problems of rural development more 
pressing than in Africa. Throughout the continent, not only do we find countries 
with falling per capita food production but there are even some where absolute 
production has been falling.

After food production, the most critical problem in Africa is the provision of 
water. Of course in many regions the provision of water beyond what rainfall 
provides is itself a vital factor in food production. Further, water-borne 
diseases, coupled with inadequate nutrition, take a heavy human toll in Africa 
and throughout the third world.

Rural Water Supply and Health is a sumnury of a IWO United'Nations’ 
seminar. This was an appropriate start to the "International Drinking Water 
Supply and Sanitation Decade, 1981-1990.” One cannot say too much for this 
den^y packed little volume. Every conceivable aspect of water supply, from 
(juestioiis of drinking water, to water for sanitation, to water for agriculture is 
explored. There are discussions of planning and implementation, resource 
assessment, pollution, manpower and education, research, legislation, and 
maintenance. Given the summary nature of the book, it is not then heavily em
pirical about actual conditions in countries X, Y, and Z in Africa or elsewhere. . 
However, if one is working in Africa (or Asia or Latin America) or if one is in
tellectually interested in the problems of rural water supply, this is a most 
useful book and one that 1 plan to have with me in the future. Without (]uestion, 
if those involved in development read this book and act in terms ai it, the geople 
of the Third World would be a lot better off. %

rift Approach to a Healthier Enriroument
in The Tropies

The papers in Sctence.yfechnology and Devel Thomas R. De Gregor!

Sandy Cairncross and Richard G. Feachem. ENVIRONMENTAL HEALia 
ENGINEERING IN THE TROPICS; An Introdnctory Text (New York: John 
Wiley & Sons, 1963). pp. xiU -I- 283. $39.95.

Had people from tropical Africa visited Europe in the 13tfa and 14th centuries, 
they couM have justifiably called it the Black Man’s Grave. Einopeans proceeded 
to develop their sdance and techndogies medicine, sanitation, and pubUe 
health, and to raise their income so that they could afford to use them. Thus their 
’’climate” became known as being bealfliy while that of the tropics, particular
ly Africa, became known as the White Man’s Grave.

Ihe peo|de of the troincs have also long had their medicines aixl their codes 
of pessonalcleanHneas and public sanitation. But the basic tools of modem ndenee 
have never really focused on the health problems of the tropics, nor has any 
significant effort been directed toward iir 
integrating it with modem ones. Further, most of the peoples and countries of 
Ihe tropics have remained desperately poor so that they cannot afford the health 
IHoctices that ate available.

Sandy Caimcroes, a public health worker in Mozaminque, and Rtehard 
Feadiem, of the London SclKxd of Hygiene and Tropical Hedidne, have com
bined their skills to write a marvelous introductory text on tropical health. First, 
there is a dear presentation of the different diseases and die totality of the diaeaae 
vectors. For those of us who work in tropical climates, this material is eedrmne-
ly iMAftil in iinrtarBtanrfing thf*
sonal hygiene. As would be expected, water-borne and watm'-wadied diseases 
and the use and provision of water iriay a central role in this book.

Recognizing the prevailing poverty of most areas of the tropics, the authors 
describe or devise technologies and interventions adaptedboth to the physical 
enviitniDeitt a»w^ to the and eccounic c<HKtitioiis. Ew the dif.
fering attitudes to excreta among Africans and Asians means that aerobic 
digesters and biogas are feasiUe for Asia and tar leas so for most of Africa. The 
diverse range d informatiow on environmental and health proUm is tar too 
great to even suggest in this review. The book is I ''
lustradons, and pictures. In additioo there are ex , 
penAces of definitioos and classifications that are as ea^ to read and und^ 
stand as the text.

Since health (and food) ptiblems are so central to Africa and to the tropics, 
health is a dimension that everyone should understand about Africa. This bw 
introductory book is useful for all involved with Africa, whatever their intense- 
tual inquiry, and whether they are local or expatriate. This is an introduetton 
to the prebleni that will help to raise the health standards. There is stm a critical 
need to raise income and develop new technologies for the tropics to sustain Oris 
development.

general, the most telling com against rural devel

andtrad
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Raomthatm of MadagoMear; BtstorUm,

PolUMan and Moral Ref armor t

Strangerg and HostsHan* E. PuMMy
Uliana Mosca, IL MADAGASCAR NELLA VITA D1 RAOMBANA PRIMO 
8T0R1C0 MALGASaO (18S»-18S5). (NapoUy Giaapini Editore, 1900) pp. 309, Lire 
12000. ^

lf»o WegtAMamSoeieiff

TUs monogniliii, puUUied under the auqi^ of llw Political Science Depart
ment of the University of Naples, is concerned with the work and person^ty 
of Raombana who was secret^ of state to the Herina queen Ranavalona I be
tween 1829 and 1855. It is the buit of an extensive examination of sources car
ried out in Madagascar, France, and England, The volume Is enriched hy the 
publication of source material in French and in English and a ten page 
bihUography.

While Simon Ayache’s monumental work had already made availahle the 
scattered numuscripts of Raombana, tbe present study offers a critical inter
pretation of the documentary material and a logical recoustructko of the events 
which unfolded after Radama’s death, focusing all the while on the person of 
Bnwnliiniii, hk family hurkgrnllnd, and Ms latent nputlldtion to Ranaval^ which 
finally led to his “sudden” death. The author documents contradictionB and over- 
sitdits in the reporting of the death of Rannbana’s father and (rf Raombana's 
own death as well as the motivations of those who dealt with his manuscripts.

as a remarkable histoeHm and a moral reformer I
Ifora

Harry R. Silver

of Ethnic
Idealities in Ghana. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1978) 303 pp. 
817.95.

Enid Schildkrout, PEOPLE OF THE ZONGO: The Tri

Tbe passage of norths migrants to southern fields and cities is a well- 
established phenomenon found throughout many areas of West Africa. In 
Ghana, for example, foreign traders and laborers commonly travel to tbe coun
try’s southern regions seeking economic opportunities unavailable at home. 
Tbe repercussions of these populhtioo movements, however, extend well 
beyond tbe ecomnnic realm, since tbe influx of new militants may also 
oigender a variety of sociOiwUtic^ problems affecting giigrants and boats 
alike. In particular, migrants long separated from their homes face the 
challenge of developing mechanisms for preserving (or at times reinter- 
pieting) their ethnic identity, while simuitanieouly seeking strategies of 
political accommodation with their hosts. In People of the Zongo, Enid 
Schildkrout confronts these issues of migration, ethnicity, and a'dapUtim as 
she analyses nearly a century of chrtnging^ experientte among Hoesi im
migrants in Ghana’s Asante region.

Tbough Mossi migrate to both ruralland urban areas of Asante, 
Schildkraut’s analysis primarily focuses upon the organisation of migrants in 
Kumasi, tbe capital city. Once in Kumasi, Mossi congregate along with other 
northern migrants into predominantly Muslim communities called songoo. 
These enclaves of strangors afford their residents a reasonable amount of local- 
level autonomy in social and political affairs. Within tbe songo itself, membera 
of each migrant group maneuver to sobdify or enhance their community status, 
but, as ScbUdkrout astutely notes, the processes used by migrants in adapting 
to urban life are not always uniform, even for any one ethnic group. In par
ticular, tbe varied demands of differing ’generatioos and situations’ may pro
foundly influence the manner in which different migrants define thrir ethnicity 
and satisfy their sociopolitical needs.

First generation migrants, for instance, combine a desire to adjust to the 
new demands of zongo life with an active interest in preserving certain basiq 
components of tradiUonal Mossi poUtical organizatloo. SpedficaUy, first 
generation migrants have usually sought to strengthen their Integrit]^^ a

llanyR.Silnris.
Uw Unhrsnity of Demer, Dwnr, Oobnilii.

MiQuorter, IMS

concerned
iMvaUon

- RaomI
* with the plight of bis humiliated country and naivdy 

brought by outside ftxces.
A man of great humanity, Raombana anticipated^ pn 

of independence versts interdependence, of tradition ^rw
■sent day conflicts 
modernization, as

well as tbe overriding urgency of building a just society. At tbe same time he 
failed to discem the extent of the greed and the eaqil 
pious stance of the Europeans. Not so Ranavahna. She was a ruthless and in
dependent monarch determined to reverse the trend toward Europeanization by 
the reimposition of absolute power cunningly dosed so as to reduce everybody 
into submission. Brou^t bad bom Britain under tbe tutelage of his motber to 
face the fierce rule of the queen, Raombana forged ai) opposition based on passive 
resistance aimed at mitigating the queen’s harshness and at u|difting the life 
of Us people in any way he could and by the example of alife lived according 
to the Ugbest principles. Because the nature of his early educatioo had been so , 
carefully detailed in tbe beginning chqiters, it is poasi^ for the reader of tUs 

to the stflic prudent reeistaiice of Raonbane.
Even more than the mystique of tbe Christian martyrs he must have intemal- 

.ides of classical antiquity so strongly andored to dvic life, 
and more closely related to the traditional values of Merina society. TUs inner 
fortitude stemming from Us native culture and the one he absorbed ina distant 
Unrt well Raombana tbe the anri tbe family ™»n,
making Um determined to soften and steer the course of history even at the cost 
of perstmal aacrifioe.

UddenUthe /

izedibe

Bum E. PaDoMqr to Cantor of AfrieaiM at tbe IMrillt J. Hmkovtti Ubnrr H 
■aotoi’u Uoinntty library, EvaBariOe, Dhaoto.
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group by retaining traditiaiial modes of chieftaincy and bw within tta|i^iew ur
ban surroundings. Second and third generation immigrants ('^ k’osa), 
however, are far less attached to the Uossi past and choose to enhance their 
social posiUous within the zongo by stressing Hossi adherence to the tenets of 
orthodox Islam. They do this because Muslim culture (especially as rep-

• resented by Hausa migrants from Nigeria) is highly valued by many zongo 
residents and, in fact, serves as a reference point for sociocultural advance
ment. For this reason, 'yan k’asa argue that their own leadms should be men of 
Islamic learning and not the Hossi-style chiefs who cater to the more tradi
tional concerns of flrst-generation migrants.

To further their aims, ’yan k’asa frequently form urban associations which 
(in addition to providiiig 
in Islamic affairs and, in h way, form a power-base rivaling the strength of the 
more tradiUonal urban chiefs. In turn, first generatioa Mossi occasionally 
decry this suppiapting of tradiUonal values with Muslim customs and accuse
the perpetrators of a...................
These differing persi _
Tlict within the Mossi community, but, overall, the trend towards IslamizaUon 
(at times called ‘Hausaization’) has progressed steadily for several decades.

To help explain Uiis trend toward the creation of an Islamized “zongo 
culture,” SchiMkrout suggests that the heterogeneity of domesUc units in zongo 
conununiUes serves as a major catalyst in promoting cultural contact and 
change. Schildkroutsopports this point by carefully documenting, the composi-

* Uonof households in several neighborhoods, and, in her findings show that only
' half of the residents in Mossi-owned houses are thmnseives Mossi. This trend is

I fiequenUy use their houses as mechanisms

Horry R- Silver

Among Mossi ’yan k’asa, however, one finds signifieanUy different at- 
Utudes towards kinship. ’Yan k’asa usually have substantial numbers of gen
uine blood relaUons in >’ onasi, and, they are generally less inclined than first 
generaUon migrants to establish Active kin Ues with co-ethnics. Moreover, ’yan 
k’asa are reasonably open to intermarriage with other Islamic people, since 
’yan k’asa adhere less to UadiUonal Mossi stereotypes about foreigners and are 

their image as good Muslims. These inter
marriages, of course, lead to the creation of real affinal and consanguineal ties 
with other groups and, therefore, further the progress of social integration 
throughout the zongo.

more concerned with [
s with mutual aid) stress Hossi participation

Yet, despite these tendencies toward sociocultural integration within the 
zongo, the fact remains that cleavages do exist. Schildkrout shows that these in
terethnic tensions are often linked to difficulties encountered in establishing 
relations with leaders of the host society. For example, in the early colonial 
period, British rulers effectively usurped Asante power to regulate zongo ac
tivities. Most ethnic groups were given their own headmen and interethnic iom- 
petition for power flourished in the zongo, eventually leading to the outbreak of 
real hostilities betwew such groups as the Mossi and the Hausa. Later (in the 
1S30B and ’Ms), the pmsgnage structurech^ed. In this pmod, Asante leaders 
regained nominal conoffi over zongo activities and interethnic rel ‘ 
migrants became somewhat more stable. With indep 
pressures from the external government again 
sociopolitical structure.

Specifically, the new demands of party politics in the post-independence 
period often transcended traditional ethnic divisions, forcing zongo residents to 
redefme their identities in more politically expedient ways. During this era of 
intense political maneuvering, many importot zongo leaders chose to support 
the attempts of their Asante patrons to obtain national power, and, in the proc
ess, zongo residents formed multietlinic Muslim associations to consolidate 
their efforts. Eventuaiiy, though, traditional Asante leaders lost out in their bid 
for power to Nkrumah and his CPP ICTces. Subsequently, to strengthen its con-

replaced unsympathetic local 
headmen with loyal CPP supporters, but these neiffly appointed officials com
manded little respect among followers and seldom received much local 
cooperation.

Not surprisingly, this loss of effective articulatioa with the ruling govern
ment, particularly when c . _
placed zongo residents in a tenuous poUtical position. In response to this in
creasingly precarious situation, zongo residents sought security through 
establishing new sources of political affiliation — in this case by activating 
aUegiances to their newly independent lands of origin. Mossi mights, for in
stance, becaige members of the Uppo' Volta Union, while Hausa joined aj 
similar Nigerian group. Although their power and success was very limited, \ 
these new associations, based on the emerging concept of ‘natioaality,’ provid
ed immigrants with at leasl some network of support in the Ghanaian milieu. 
This need for support proved well-founded since, even after the CPF’s fall.in 
196S, circumstances could not stem the growing feeling among Ghanaians — in
cluding Asante — that strangers could not be successfully integrated into the

their ethnicity to ‘become more like the Hausa.’ 
cultural adaptation may, at times, produce coo-

>

8ai
nee, however, new 
qited the zongo’srelated to the fact that I 

tor erlarging their economic and political networks. For example, owners often 
provide rooms for their political clients and business associates. In addition, 
rooms are sometimes reserved for newly arrived traders or laborers who 
receive free bo^tality in exchange for allowing the homeowner to serve as a 
‘broker’ in fmdiiig them work — a funcUoo enhancing the homeowner’s con
tacts with important members of the surrounding community.

Of course, tbes'- extra functional’ demands placed upon housing have 
several sodocultural ramifications. First, they insure that people of different 
ethnic backgrounds coeSFinto regular contact with one another, and, second, 
they place a premium upon the availahility of living space wi 
big — a development which may cause members of some families to live m 
separate houses. Therefore, not only are many houses ethnically 

. heterogeneous, but, ui addition, mdividual families themselves may be scat
tered throughout a variety offwigliborfaoods ' eal Sense, both of these 
trends encourage a feeling of ‘community’ thi„ueaout the entb-e zongo.

This movement toward the emergence of a more mtegrated zongo com
munity is further reflected through changes m patterns of kinship and marriage 
—developments which Schildkrout documents with exceptional skill m the mid- 
^ portions of the book. As might be expected, flrst generatioo Mossi migrants 

• seek to create new networks of support bi the city by establi|(^ close ficbve 
km relations (modeled on consanginneal ties) with other 
same rural areas of Upper. Volta. At the same time, mem 
similar, but nonetbeless dutinct, ethnic graqie are categorically treated by 
first geqpration migrants like more distant afBnal relatives, and they are often 
the target M jokbig relationsbips.

troi in the zongo, the new central goverU-

with Ghana’s declining economic fortunes,

l^en from the 
of traditionally

i ■
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national economy. This ‘xenophobia’ reached its apex in 1969, when the new na
tional government issued an order expelling most aliois from Ghana (though 
many, in fact, either avoided leaving the country or were able to return again 
within several years.)

Rephrasing tl
may be said that the experience of zongo residoits in Kumasi r^resents a tran
sition from the status of ‘sojourner’ to that of ‘alien.’ As sojourners in Ghana 
under British rule, Mossi and other migrant groups could participate in 
regional socio-economic affairs, while ali 
autonomy and cultural distt
they possessed the ‘ambiguous’ quality of both ‘nearness’ and ‘distance’ which 
typifies strangers in the classic Simmelian sense. For the most part, during the 
colonial period, the British allowed this structural ambiguity to persist, and, in 
general, the question of ‘inclusion’ (in a political sense) remain^ almost moot 
since neither strangers nor their local African hosts were allowed to dynamical-,, 
ly participate in formulating broad governmental policy.

In the post-independence era, however, the liminal sociocultural position of 
sojourners became more problematic, as the leaders of numy new African 
states — including Ghana — sought to carefully shape viable national polities on 
an economic and normative level. Under these conditions, the structural am
biguity of zongo residents could no longer be tolerated and a new type of 
sociocultural status was effectively defined — the category of ‘alien’. In tte con
text of emerging nations such as Gharu, alien status targeted foreign ethnic 
groups (often irrespective of their economic contributions) as disenfranchised 
‘non-citizens’ whose fate essentially rested upon the indulgence of the aew na
tional authorities. Therefore, as Scliildl
came to see the nation’s alien population as politically expendable, these of
ficials were able to efficaciously engineer the formal expulsion of these non
citizens from the country.

The issue of expulsion, however, raises one final question: namely, why 
have some African nations such as Ghana chosen to repatriate aliens rather 

them? Schildkrout attributes these policies of ex
clusion to the strains besetting Ghana’s economic and political system, 
although h«r discussion of these issues is not overly extensive. In the econ^c 
realm, Ghana’s declining fortunes in the post-independence period undoublldty 
cgfebuted to a feeling of fear and resentment towards immigrants of certain 
^nic groups who were often perceived as controlling important aspects of

' to be ideal scapegoats for na- 
W tional politicians seeking convenient explanations for the county’s stagnating 
' economy.

Economic difficulties, though, may not have been the only factor affecting 
the treatment of aliens in new natkns. Normative considerations may also have 
played a role in determining how outsiders fared in new countries. Specifically, 
some writers argue that the colonial period left most African sociopolitical 
systems in a state of structural and normative chaos which required rebuilding 
in the post-independence era. ’This led rising politicians to emphasize the im
portance of establishing a new sense of public directioq and identity roote^fii a 
modem and uniquely national sociopolitical structure. Aco 
required leaders to sharply define the citizenry subject to their conttol and de
mand a new posture of p^tical allegiance based upon the notion of national

AFRICA TODAY

Harry R. Stiver

identity. Ethnic groups of exogenous origin often suffered in this new mumative 
climate, and, in Ghana, northern immigrants may have exacerbated these ten
sions by stressing their adherence to Islamic traditions in the face of govern
mental efforts to forge Ghana into a modem industrialized state. Thus, seen in 

structural readjustments, the displacement of 
aliens seems an understandable consequence of a developing nation’s efforts to 
build a consensus of loyal citizens sharing in a feeling of common national pur-

istorical developments in a more systematic manner, it
the light of tt

aining some measure of local 
from their indigenous hosts. In essence. pose.

To conclude, the accommodation of immigrants in contemporary African 
many problems for strangers and hosts alike. Schildkrout focusesnations p

upon these problems of adaptation by showing how ethnic identity and 
sociopolitical needs mutually stepe one another in the modem urban milieu. To 
document these processes of urban adaptation, Schildkrout offers an im
pressive array of data that is particularly effective in illustrating the functional 
interrelations among kinship, marriage, and ethnicity in zongo affairs. Im
pressive, too, is Schildkrout’s account of zongo political history, including a 
fascinating description and analysis of a recent ‘intergenerationai’ contest for 
the position of Mossi headman.

In fairness, however, a few 
First, the early sections of the volume are devoted to providing a basic 
baclqp‘ound in traditional Mossi culture; yet, in this reader’s opinion, the ^ 
author does not very clearly describe the role of Islam in Mossiland itself. Sec
ond, while providing many interesting accounts of social and political events, 
the book seems curiously lacking in detailed ethnographic information on Mossi 
economic life. Statistics abound on the categories of jobs held by migrants, but, 
little feel is really given for the ‘texture’ of everyday socioeconomic interac
tions (regarding either competition or cooperation) between Mossi and their 
Asante hosts. Such descriptive detail would have niceij upplemented 
statistical profiles of Mossi status, and may have offered more qualitative in
sights into the formation of local attitudes concerning the position of Mossi 
within the broader Kumasi community. Finally, although Schildkrout’s prin
cipal fieldwork was done in the mid-iseos, her book was not published until 1978 
a^, as a result, the reader cannot help but wonder about the ~ 
pact of the Alien Compliance Order (1969) upon Mossi residents in Ghana. Of 
course, the author cannot be held responsible for thoroughly researching the 
effect of an event occurring after fieldwork, but, at least some further analysis 
of the causes behind and possible implications of the Compliance Order would 
have been appreciated.

‘These criticisms, however, are basically minor and by no means detract 
from the overall merits of the book. People of the Zongo is’an insightful addition 
to existing discussions of urbanization, migration, and ethnicity within the 
tumultuous context of national development. Its sensitive analysis of both the 
varied nee^ of Mossi migrants and the changing pressures experienced by 
their Ghan^n hosts, insures that the book will stand as a major ethnographic 
account of the problems confronting strangers in a ‘strained land.’

in the book should also be noted.

1, when the leaders of Ghana

than attempted to
yeningim-

. Not surprisingly, tl
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fast-moving narrative style that incorporates in the context of the narratives 
background inf(
uses the real names of characters, rather than generic names as is so often the 
practice in non-scbolarly coUections of African folklore. Numerous stylistic 
devices of oral literature are included in the tales, such as repetition, s^lized 
speech related to characters’ social status, proverbs, and songs, which provide 
the narratives with the cadences of oral literature, even though they are not a 
precise rendering of their Bambara originals.

The Heart of the Ngoni is Courlander’s fust collection of African folklore that 
focuses on historical narratives. His novella. The Son of the Leopard (New York; 
Oown Publishers, 1974), was based on historical narratives of northern Ethiopia, 
but all of his collections of African folklore have been of folk tales in the generic 
sense. The appearance of The Heart of the Ngoni is an important addition to col
lections of African folklore lor the general public, since it introduces historical 
traditions which are little known, if not wholly unknown to the American public. 
However, ^ Heart of the Ngoni raises some important questions for scholars. 
Since it is stylistically so similar to The Son of the Leopard, one wonders what 
are the criteria which differentiate a retelling of historical narratives and a fic
tionalized version of historical narratives. Since The Heart of the Ngoni lacks 
the scholarly apparatus of collections of African folklore such as those in the Ox
ford Library of African Literature, which provide data on the collection of the 
texts, origi^ texts, or notes on the translation and content of the text, one 
wonders how scholars can use this collection either in studies of African oral 
literature or in the reconstruction of Malian history.

led by outsiders and defuiitions of local words. He

Bambara Heroic Tales
Nancy J. Schmidt

Harold Courlander witHOusmane Sako, THE HEART OF THE NGONI: Heroes 
of the African Kingdom of Segu (New York: Crown Publishers, 1982) pp. vii + 
178; $11.95.

) The ngoni retains everything. It is like a treasure chest from which nothing 
ii'ever lost. Everything that happens in the world is stored in the ngoni, and when 
a djeli plays the instrument he only liberates what is stored there (p. 20).

The Bambara djeli (griot) sings praises and tales of noble heroes to the ac
companiment of the ngoni, a stringed instrument which be plucks. Many of the 
djeli’s praise songs are rendered as poems in the eleven tales about heroes of 
the seventeenth century kingdom of Segu retold in this volume. The djeli was 
an important influence on the behavior of Bambara 
failures as well as successes, and commented on the degree to which heroes 
followed rules of etiquette and upheld Bambara o 
tion could rise or fall because of a djeli’s songs.

’The eleven historical narratives in this volume retell the exploits, primarily 
military, of heroes as individuals to enhance their own honor, and as rulers to 
extend the boundaries of the state of Segu.’The values of Bambara heroic behavior 
are evident in every narrative: to follow rules of etiquette toward elders, rulers, 
and persons of other social strata; to Tight honorably with due notice to one’s 
opponent; to reward generously those who support the hero’s goals, but to punish 
anyone who is4evious in his or her behavior, even if it contributes to the hero’s 
success. The narratives also show that heroes are successful not only by human 
skills. Destiny is a powerful factor that influences who becomes a hero. In addi
tion, no hero succeeds without supernatural assistance, either from a Bambara 
filelikela or a Muslim morike. Although the Bambara were not converted to Islam, 
their heroes recognized the usefulness of the morikes’ supernatural protection 
and actively sought it out.

Tlie Heart of the Ngoni is organized like Ckiurlander’s other collections of 
folklore from Africa, North America and Oceania. He collected and prepared 
these Bambara narratives for publication with the assistance of a member of 
the society in which tbeaarratives are told, Ousmane Sako, a Malian student 
of West African chronicles and praise songs. An inbxxkKt 
information about the state of Segu, Bambara social d 
and the role and status of the djeli. A glossary deTmes 
appear frequently in the tales, and sources about Segu and 
in a short bibliography.

Courlander prepares coUecboos of folklore for the general public. In this col
lection of Bambara folklore, as in his other collections, he retells the tales in a

>, for be recorded

of honor. A hero’s reputa-

%

ion provides background 
qltaization and values, 
B^bara words which 

are listed
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M^blieatUnu
Film Reviete

1
1. Hie October, 1963 issue of tbe AMERICAN HISTORICAL REVIEW (Vol. 88, 
no. 4) is devoted to tbe theme “African History Today.” Tbe contents include 
“The Wars of Au^t: Diagonal Narratives in African History” by Robert W. 
Harms, “Contours of Slavery and Social Change in Africa” by Patrick Manning, 
“Laboratory for the Oral History of Slavery: Tbe Island of Lamu on the Kenya 
Coast” by Patricia Romero Curtin, “Forms of Resistance: Songs and Percep
tions of Power in Colonial Mozambique” by Leroy Vail and Landeg White, and 
“NoChosen 
and Racial
American Historical AssodaUon, 400 A Street SE, Washington, DC 20003.

Land Tenure Dilemmuu in Ximbabu>e

People: Tbe Myth of the Calvinist Origins of Afrikaner Nationalism 
Ideology” by Andre du ToiL Requests should be addressed to theKeto

2. The most recent titles from the Monger A/ricono Librory Notes series are: 
no. 68/69 THE NEW SOUTH AFRICAN DIPLOMATS: Sean Cleary, #2 Man in 
Namibia by Ned Monger, Thomas Berto and William Butler, 28 pp.; no. 70ISAK 
DINESEN/KAREN BUXEN: A Homage by Orson WeUes, Judith Thurman, 
Birgitte Price and Florence FeUer, 24 pp. ;both $6, and no. 71 CHRISTIANS IN 
CHAD: Responding to God, Responding to War by Georges Chevre, 13 pp., $4. 
The series is also available by subscriptton. Address inquiries and orders to 
Monger Africana Library, Califcmia Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91125.

3. Lawrence Hill and Co. has released the first paperback edition of Sembene 
Ousmane’s XALA, 152 pp., $6.96. Lawrence Hill books are distributed by the In
dependent Pifbllshets Gnnqi, One Pleasant Avenue, Port Washington, NY 11050.

4. Sinclair Browne has announced tbe p 
IS PART OF THE PROCESS by Hilda Bernstein. This book, focusing on South 
African resistance in the early 1980s, is the winner of the first Sinclair prize for 
fiction, and received very high praise from Basil Davidson and Donald Woods, 
among others. The cost is £7.95 cloth. The other new book is A VISION OF 
ORDER: A Study o/Black South African Literature in Englieh (1914-19801 by 
Ursula A. Barnett, 336 pp., £15 cloth. Both titles are already available locally 
in some places, but if not. ask your bookstore to order, or write Sinclair Browne, 
Ltd., 10 Archway Close, London N193TD England.

5. Newly released from Greenwood Press is DARK CONTINENT: Africa as Seen 
by Americans by Michael McCarthy. The book deals with American stereotypes 
and images of Africa. McCarthy draws on tbe written accounts of Americans 
who traveled to Africa. He seeks to identify the origins of these stereotypes and 
images. The cost is $27.95,192 pp. Inquiries sboultlte addressed to Greenwood 
Press, attn: Nora F. Ernst, 88 Post Road West, Box^, Westport.

CORRECTION: In item 10 page 96 of Vol. 30 no. 3, we erroneously listed the UUe 
of Research Report No. 70 from the Scandinavian Institute of African Studies. 
The correct title is “Migration & Change in Rural Zambia” (not Zimbabwe).
4fh Quarter, IMS

MOVING ON: THE HUNGER FOR LAND IN ZIMBABWE, Produced and 
Directed by Peter Entell, 52 minutes, color 1962. Available from The Southern 
Africa Media Center, 630 Natoma Street, San Francisco, CA 94103.415^1-6196. 
Rental: $75, Sale: $750.

This technically well done film by Peter Entell describes tbe historical ex
perience of two families in modem Zimbabwe, one, the Chifambas, of African 
origin and the other, the Kings, of European origin.

Through a skillful brand of oral interview and documentary narrative, 
MOVING ON graphically portrays the develoi 
coknial Rhodesia, and independent Zimbabwe. The rich history of Zimbabwe 
before the arrival of Europeans in 1890 is given the attention it deserves. The

Airing Hw firat fliimiirimgn and ei Tjmtwhnw, intn Bhndmris
and tbe discriminatory land and agricultural policies winch led to land hunger 
and subsistence for Africans are depicted in an interesting and relevant style 
— as is tbe second Chimurenga (war of liberatioo) that paved the way for an 
independent Zimbabwe in AprU, 1960.

The film portrays tbe complex issue of land reallocatioo and agricultural 
productivity given tbe overwhelming assistance that tbe c 
gaiv to tbe commercial farming practiced by white farmers on land finm which 
Afttcsuw had been removed. The dilemma facing the Mugabe government is that 
large productive farms are owned by white Zimbabweans, while Uad Smbab- 
weana occupy small, less productive farms in crowded areas.

MOVING ON also touches tbe sensitive question of African religious beliefs 
associated with land ownership as well as broad issues of g 
Uoo among family members, the roles of men snd women in ^mbabwe society 
and tbe interaction of rural and urban lifestyles among bla<l Zbnbabweans.

This film is suitable for general auifiences. Ugh school and college students. 
It will also be useful for comparative coknizaU 
MOVING ON is higUy recommended.

ts of pre-colanial Zimbabwe,

of two new titles. One is DEATH

govet
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PuhlieatioHS
Film Review

1. Hie October, 1963 issue of the AMERICAN HISTORICAL REVIEW (Vol. 88, 
DO. 4) is devoted to the theme "African History Today.” The contents include 
“The Wars of Au^t: Diagonal Narratives in African History” by Robert W. 
Harms, “Contours of Slavery and Social Change in Africa” by Patrick Manning, 
"Laboratory for the Oral History M Slavery: The Island of Lamu on the Kenya 
Coast” by Patricia Romero Curtin, "Forms of Resistance: Songs and Percep
tions of Powo- in Colonial Mozambique” by Leroy Vail and Landeg White, and 
“No Chosen People: Hie Myth of the Calvinist Origins of Afrikaner Nationalism 
and Racial Ideidogy” by Andre du Toit Requests should be addressed to the 
American Histnical Association, 400 A Street SE, Washington, DC 20003.

Land Tenure DilemmoM in Zimbabwe

C.Tt K<

2. The most recent titles from the Hunger A/ricona Library Notes series are: 
no. 68/69 THE NEW SOUTH AFRICAN DIPLOMATS: Sean Cleary. #2 Man In 
Namibia by Ned Monger, Hwmas Berto and William Butler, 28 pp.; no. 70ISAK 
DINESEN/KAREN BUXEN: A Homage by Orson Welles, Judith Hiunnan, 
Birgitte Price and Florence Feller, 24 pp.iboth $6,and no. 71 CHRISTIANS IN 
CHAD: Responding to God, Responding to War by Georges Chevre, 13 pp., 34. 
The series is also available by subscription. Address inquiries and orders to 
Monger Africans Library, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 9112S.

3. Lawrence Hill and Co. has released the flrst paperback edition of Sembene 
Ousmane's XALA, 152 pp., $6.95. Lawrence Hill books are distributed by the In
dependent Publishers Group, One Pleasant Avenue, Port Washington, NY 11060.

4. Sinclair B
IS PART OF THE PROCESS by HUda Bernstein. This book, focusing on South 
African resistance in the early 1960s, is the winner of the first Sinclair prize for 
fictian, and received very high praise from Basil Davidson and Donald Woods, 
among others. The cost is £7.95 cloth. The other new book is A VISION OF 
ORDER: A Study o/Black South African Literature in English f1914-1980) by 
Ursula A. Barnett, 336 pp., £15 cloth. Both titles are already available locally 
in some places, but if not, ask your bookstore to <n-der, or write Sinclair Browne, 
Ltd., 10 Ardiway aose, London N193TD England.

MOVING ON: THE HUNGER FOR LAND IN ZIMBABWE, Produced and 
Directed by Peter Entell, 52 minutes, color 1962. Available fimn The Southern 
Africa Media Center, 630 Natoma Street, San Francisco, CA 94103.415^1-6198. 
Rental: $75, Sale: $750.

This technically well done film by Peter Entell describes the historical ex
perience of two families in modem Zimbainre, one, the Chifamhas, of African 
origin «nd the other, the Kings, of European origin.

Through a skillful brand of oral Interview and documentary narrative, 
MOVING ON graphically portrays the develoi 
colonial Rhodesia, and independent Zimbabwe. The rich history of Zimbabwe 
before the arrival of Europeans in 1890 is given the attention it deserves. The 
rmupwof during the first Cfaimurenga «nd colonizatian of Zimbabwe into Rhodesia 
and the discriminatory land and agricultural policies which led to land hunger 

ce for Africans are depicted in an interesting and relevant style 
— as Is the second Chimurenga (war of liberation) that paved the way for an 
independent Zbnhabwe in April, 1980.

Hie film portrays the conqdez issue of land reallocation and agricultural 
productivity ^ven the overwhelming assistance that the colonial government 
gave to the commercial fanning practiced by white fanners on land from which 
Africans had been removed. Hie dilemma facing theMugabe go 
large productive farms are owned by wUte Zimt 
weans occupy small, less productive farms bi crowded areas.

MOVING ON also touches the sensitive quesUon of African religious beliefs 
associated with land ownership as well as broad issues of generational interac
tion among family members, the roles of men and women in Zbnbabwe society 
and the interaction of rural and urban lifestyles among black Zimbabweans.

This film is suitaUe for general audiences, high school and college students. 
It will also be useful for comparative cokadzation and und 
MOVING ON is highly recommended.

of pre-colooial Zimhabwe,

ced the publication of two new titles. One is DEATH

and

entisthat 
1, while bladi Zimbab*

5. Newly released from Greenwood Prew is DARK CONTINENT: Africa as Seen 
by Michael McCarthy. The book deals with American stereotypes 

and images of Africa. McCarthy draws on the written accounts of Americans
typesand

by A:

who traveled to Africa. He seeks to identify the origins of tt 
images. The cost is $27.95,192 pp. Inquiries shoulcLbe addressed to Greenwood 
Press, attn: Nora F. Ernst, 88 Post Road West, Box 5007, Westpo^,

rltifffiffi

CORRECTION: In item 10 page 96 of Vol. 30 no. 3. we erron^Iy listed the tiUe 
of Research Report No. 70 from the ScandinaviBn Institute of African Studies, 
llie correct title is “Migratiim & Change in Rural Zambia” (not Zimbabwe).
4th Qmwttrg 1983

Dr.C.IWSoneKBtotoAaodatePrataMrcIHftdrTatlWnfielWTOTiiy, PUtode4Ua,P«
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6. The Revolution In Africa Action Committee has rdeased a pamphlet entitled 
“Constructive Engagement: The U.S. Strategy to Defeat African liheration and 
Build Neo^onialism.” It is a reprint of a speech made by Under Secretary of 
State Lawrence S. Eagleburger concerning U.S. policy on Africa. The Revolu
tion in Africa Action Committee prefaces the spekh with its own analysis. The 
pamphlet costs $2.00 ($1.50 plus postage and baodUng), and can be ordered from 
the Revolution in Africa Action CiHnmittee, P.O. Boor 447, Stuyvesant StaUon, 
New York, NY 10009.

7. Facts on File, Inc. has released a useful new reference book. ATLAS OF THE 
THIRD WORLD by George Kurian, $85.00 hardbound, uses maps, charts, and 
graphs to compare Third World countries internationally and regionally, and ex
plore in detail the individual countries. Write Facts on File, Inc., 460 Pa^ Avenue 
South, New York, NY 10016.

8. The Africa Fund's latest pamphlets are: “Apartheid’s New aotbes: White 
South Africa Votes on a Constitution” by Gail Hovey, 4 pp. 30c apiece or 15s aiaece 
over 20; and “South Africa: Destabili^ the Region” by Jennifer Davis, 4 pp., 
30c apiece or 15c apiece over 20. “Statement on Constructive Engagement and 
Repression in South Africa” is the testimony of ACOA President William H. Booth 
before the UN on repression in the South African “homelands.” It will be available 
for a limited time only, $1.00. Send orders to the Africa Fund, 198 Broadway, New 
York, NY 10038.

9. TWO DECADES OF DEBATE, by David Hauck, Meg Voorhes, and Glenn 
Goldbng, deals with the issues of investment and disinvestment in South Africa. 
This ik a publication from the Investor Responsibility Research Centre (IRRC) 
in Washington, D.C. The price is $25.00,183 pp. Address inquiries to the IRRC 
at Suite 900,1319 F Street NW, Washington, D.C. 20004.

10. The Intemotlonal Defence and Aid Fund for Southern Africa, in cooperation 
with the United Nations Council for Namibia, has published WALVIS BAY: 
Namibia's Port by Richard Moorsom. The book is illustrated, 96 pp., and the price 
is £1.50, which includes postage and packing in the UK only. Write IDAF Publica
tions, Canon Collins House, 64 Essex Road, London N18LR U.K. U.S. residents 
should address inquiries to IDAF U.S. Committee, P.O. Box 17, Cambridge, MA 
02138. Cost is $3.70," including pqptage aS packing.
11. We have announced titles (see item above) published by the international 
Defence and Aid Fund for Southern Africa over the years. Now they have pro
duced a catalogue of their current listings of books, pamphlets, portable photo

. exhibitions, postcards, pasters, videos, and films. The catalogue lists prices in 
pounds and can be requested from IDAF, Canon Collins House, 64 Essex Road, 
London N18LR. England. North American readers can request a catalogue from 
the UB. ofBce at IDAF UB. Committee, P.O. Box 17, Cambridge, MA 02138, wbicb 
will include an order form with prices listed in U.S. dollars.

Coming Events

The African Students Organization at the University of Denver is sponsor
ing a conference on the theme, “African Development Prospects by the Year 
2000” for May 17-18,1984, at the University of Denver. The three sub-themes are 
“Strategies for African Development,” “Technical Assistance,” and “Human 
Rights and the Role of Women.” Re^tration will be $5.00 for students and 
$15.00 for others. Send proposals for papers or write for more information to 
Benson Onyeji, African Students Organization, Graduate School of Interna
tional Studies, University of Denver, Denver, CO 80208.

The annual meeting of the Western Association of A/ricanists will take 
place at the University of Colorado at Denver (Auraria Campus) April 19-21, 
1984. While the Association always meets in the Rocky Mountain/Westem 
Plains area, participation is not limited geographically. For information, write 
Sami Hajjar, Department of Political Science, University of Wyoming, 
Laramie, Wyoming 82070.

The tenth annual African Literature Association Conference will take place 
at the University of Maryland Baltimore County April 12-15) 1984. The theme for 
the conference is “Literature of Africa and the African Continuum.” Registra
tion fee for applications received March 6th to April 5th, 1964, is $40, which in
cludes a paperback copy of the selected annual papers, $45 if you want a cloth 
copy, and $K for non-literature participants. All registration forms and detail
ed information are available from Jonathan A. Peters, Conference Convener, at 
the African American Studies Department, University of Maryland Baltimore 
County, 5401 Wilkens Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland 21228, (301) 455-2923.

MIREM, Consulting Services in Mineral Resources Management, has an
nounced the Hrst International Forum on Minerals and Mining In Africa: 
Resource Assessment, Divestment Opportunities, Project Implementation, The 
forum will be held inNewYorkCityattbe Hotel Westbury on May 14-15,1994. 
MHtEM is a joint venture of France’s Bureau de Recherches Geologiques et 
Minieres (BRGM) and the U.S. Firm of Hagler, Bailly, & Company. Attendance 
at the Forum will be strictly limited to 150 people. The registration fee for the 
first attendee from a firm is $695, and for subsequent attendees from the same 
organization, $595. Contact Gerrid Schwinn at MIREM, 2301 M Street NW, 
Washington, DC 20037, (202) 463-7575, telex 710622-1150.

The 1964 meeting of the African Studies Association will be held in Los 
Angeles, (California, at the Los Angeles Hilton Hotel, from Thursday, October 
2Stfa through Sunday, October 28th, 1984. Proposals for papers and pa^ should 
be sent as soon as passible to Professor Carol Thompson, program chair: 1964 
ASA, c/o Political Science Department, Von Kleiiamid 
Park-MC0()44, USC, Los Angeles, CA 90999.

4th Quarter, 19«3

r 12. McBlaIn Books publishes “Scarce, Rare, Out of Print and Used Books on 
Africa” several times a year. Catalog No. 84 lists 1,129 titles. To be placed on 
their mailing list, write McBlain Books, Box 971, Des Moines, Iowa 50304.

University
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Ammoumeementt Books Recsivod
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON SANCTIONS AGAINST SOUTH 

AFRICA: Statements. Volume HI. UNESCO. (New York, NY: United NaOons 
Center Against Apartheid, 1963) 374 pp. paperback, n.p.

POLITICAL SCIENCE IN AFRICA: A Critical Review. Yolamu Barongo. 
(London: Zed Press, 1963) 2S7 pp. hardcover, $28.90.

The Centre for Intergroup Studies at the University of Cape Town is cur- 
rentiy conducti^ a conflict studies programme and would like to encourage 
partidpstion by visiting sdmlars. There are iimited funds available for 
acknowledged authorities who could spend a few weeks or months at the Centre 
pursuing thdr own research, providiiig their research pertains to the Centre 
programme. The Centre’s current programme is concerned with research into 
the theories of conflict and conflict acconunodation, with emphasis on the prac
tical accommodation of conflict in South Africa. The Centre is planning a 
workshop on conflict acconunodation in August 1964 and would very much 
welcome the participation of visiting scholars. Details are available from the 
Centre for Intergroup Studies, c/o University of Cape Town, Rondebosch, 
RepubUc of'South Africa 7700.

The African Urban Quarterly, a quarterly journal of comparative urbaniza
tion in Africa, invites manuscripts which focus on analytical, descriptive, 
evaluative and prescriptive problems concerned with the comparative ur- 
laSization and dOTelopment planning in Africa with the rest of the world. All 
^respondence should be addressed to Dr. R.A. Obudho, Editor, African Ur
ban Quarterly, Department of African and Afro-American Studies, State 
University of New York at Albany, 1400 Washington Avenue, Albany, NY 12222.

Operation Crossroads Africa, a private, non-profit non-govemmental 
organization that promotes work, travel and study in Africa as a vehicle for 
cross-cultural understanding and excha^e, is seeking applicants for their sum
mer program. Most of their vol 
students, and except for the health-related projects, there are no requiremoits 
for i^ticipation in the program. Crossroads has a special need for applicants 
with some background in French, Portuguese, Arabic, and various African 
languages. Both volunteer and leader positions are open. Persons interested in 
participating in the Summer Work/Travel/StudyiProgram must apply im
mediately. Contact: Crossroads Africa, ISO Fifth Avbnue, New York, NY 10011,- 
(212) 242-8SS0.

SOUTH AFRICA: lost Opportunities. Frank J. Parker. (Lexington, MA: Lex- 
ingtcm Books, 1963) 290 pp. hardcover, $27.95.

• SOUTH AFRICA AT WAR: White Power and the Crisis in Southern Africa. 
Richard Leonard. (Westport, CT: Lawrence Hill and Company, 1963) 280 pp. 
paperback, $12.90.

THE WEST AND SOUTH AFRlCAfftatham House Papers No. 14. James 
IBarber, Jesmond Blumenfeld, and (DhrisHpier R. Hill. (Lon^: Routledge and 
KeganPatil, Ltd., 1982) 106 pp. paj>ei^ck, $1^.

Economics/Development

•THE AFRICAN CITY. Anthony CConnor^New York, NY: Holmes and 
Meier PuWishers, Inc., 1963) 359 pp. paperback, $17.50.

AFRICAN ISLANDS AND ENCLAVES. Robin Cohen, ed. (Beverljr Hills, CA:
Sage PubUcations, 1983) 279 pp. cloth, $25.00.

THE EMERGENCE OF AFRICAN CAPITALISM. John Diffe. (Minneapolis, 
Minnesota: University of Minnesota Press, 1964) 113 pp. cloth, $29.90; paperback, * 
$10.95. «

s have tended to be university or coU^e

INTERNATIONAL MON^ AND CREDIT: The Policy Roles. George M/ 
von Furstenberg. (Washington, D.C.: International Monetary Fund, 1983) 596 
pp. paperback, n.p.

r
RECESSION IN AFRICA: flacfcground Papers to the Seminar "Africa — 

Which Way Out of the Recession?” (Uppsala, Sweden: Scandinavian Institute 
of African Studies, 1963) 203 pp. hardcover, SEK9S.*. .

Booh* Received
STRUGGLE FOR THE CITY: Migrant Labor, Capital, and the State In Ur- 

bon Africa, Frederick Ckiaper, ed. (Beverly Hills, CA: Sage PubUcations, 1983) 
319 pp. cloth, $29.96.

NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS IN DEVELOPMENT/SSIST. 
ABROAD: TAICH Directory 1983. (New York, NY: Technical Affiistance 
mation aearing House, 1963) 584 pp. paperback, $24.50.

. Starred titles (•) have been sent to reviewers. Others mag be requested by 
qualified reviewers.

ANCE 
I Infer-

U.S.Political Science/Area Studies

ANGOLA IN THE FRONT LINE. Michael WoUers and Jane Bergerol. (Lon
don: Zed Press, 1963) xii-l-238 pp. hardcover, $26.95.

APARTHEID: Our Picture. Y.S. Heer and M.D. Mlaba. (Dwban, South 
Africa: The InsUtute for Black Research, 1962) 296 pp. paperback, $10.00.

AFRICA TODAY

History/Geography

ETHIOPIA: An Heretical Revolution? Rene Lefort. (London: Zed Press, 
1983) 301 pp. hardcover, $31.95.
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CT
EXPEDITION IN EAST-CENTRAL AFRICA, 1888-1891: A Report, Carl 

and comments by Harry W.Langworthy. (Norman, OK: 
University of Oklahoma Press, 1983) xvi-l-383 pp. hardcover, ^.50.

A NEW HISTORY OF SOUTHERN AFRICA. Nal Parsons. (New York, NY: 
Holmes and Meier Publishers Inc., 1983) 330 pp. papeihack, $16.90: cloth, $27.50.

SWAZILAND; Tradition and Change In a Southern African Kingdom. Alan 
R. Booth. (Boulder, CO: Westview Press, Inc., 1983) 196 pp. hardcover, $18.00.

%
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